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Star wars clone wars characters names

23 wins &amp; 69 nominations. More Awards » More Edit Plot Summary Learn Ajamal Animation Add Action Sahask Drama Concept Sci-Fi Certificate: 12 View All Certifications » Parent Guide: View Content Advisory » Edit Einstein Chromebe published on an event of Twin Peaks (1990), and later for the film's Inner Empire (2006)
author, producer, and director David Lunch. Lunch was a candidate for Star War live: Episode VI of The Jedi (1983), which included the appearance of the person in the first by his character, Emperor Palpatine (played by G.A. McDiarmid). See more » Jedi Isti (Non-Credit) is composed by Kevin Caneer » User Reviews Modified Disney +
Official Facebook See More » Release Date: November 23, 2008 (Germany) See more» Star Wars: Clone Wars More View » Kagkag, Cartoon Network, Lokasphelum Animation Singapore See more» Runtime: 23 min Aspect Ratio: 1.78:1 View full technical specs» © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. Or the references that are affiliated in
this article are not format correctly. You can help by editing them as a hint on this page. You can also paste the following code and alert them on their discussion page: subst: Notice Reference Form Included: Star War Letters-This notice was placed on November 11, 2015. Important article: Star War Cosplaires to sing different Star War
characters. Within the Star War Media franchise, there are many characters, it describes both the included lists and the main characters and other children. The summary lists and explains them in a few words and links to their related articles, while later it is done in a deeper way. Some of these characters belong to alternative continuity
condinitions only, materials before canon resumes in 2014, therefore they are not part of the official history of the sa. This list is constantly better, so it feels free to increase. Summary List Ayela Sekora: Jedi Lady Twi'lek Akkar: Captain Rebel Fleet and Admiral Mon course of the new Republic and Rich. Shankar Alya: Jedi Council
member Aajan Koallar: Jedi Master Zabrac Agba adreity Ahsoka: By suo-kan skokar: Selected one, Later Dar Vader and his father, Loka Skokar and Lia Andgan Ankan, goes solo: The third son of Lia and Haan Solo (just the Convantites) Asthe j Wantress: The Black Learners of Duuco. Ask Aak: This planet is the great race senator.
Rand and Rand sing on Atathok: Notorious Grace Hunter Bail Pistor AndGan: Senator of Aldron Bastilla Shan: Former Republic Of Ben Skokar's Jedi Lady: Luke and Mara Jed Skokar Son of Bendu: Former Force User. The Big Tub Fatuna: Twi'lek Butler of Jabal Ba Baggis Darkalagheter: Rebel Pilot and Childhood Friend of The Luq. Bo-
Kbury Bo-Katan: Bo Kbury Boba-Fitt Death Guard Mandaluorian: Successful Clone Boga: Planet's Women Mayan Bossk: Grace Hunter Of Trandushanu Hunter Bluduga: Utorian Grace Hunter C-21 High Singer: C-3PO Grace Hunter: Golden Protocol Became The Droid Cadd: Kyobaka Clone Became the Most During The War Best Grace
Hunter Findsas: Legendary Hero and Co-Pilot Vukkey Kankaus (CT-27-5555): Dakhibaz Clone Military Clone 99: A Clone Unit Created in Kamon Koli: One of The Most Famous Clone Commanders of Daka : The Oldest of the Night Sisters Dar Bane: One of the most important black Lord of Sith Dar Kaedus: Hon Solo and Lia fell on the
black side in Dar Desoluus dar Mogra: Lord Sith Zabrac, Dar Sadavos Samudhi Dar Malac Dar Pahobaus dar Pallagias: Dar Sadavos Muun Master Dar Revan dar Sadavos: Sith, Supreme Chancellor and later Emperor Dar Teados Lord Sith, the separatist leader, also known as (Count Duco) Dar Vader: Ankan Skokar Syburgu, fell to
black and Count one of the daupuco leaders of Luka Skokar and Lia Anda and Lia Andgan Dar Zanna Darts D'Nar: The Collaboration with The Dawalthi Naamaterialin Dofine: Balalaba Chalyakion Master. Dangar: Famous Grace Hunter Deepa Ballaba: The Clever Jedi Master Duraon: Parwan Grace Is Known As The Hunter Termonitor.
Belief: The Dokhebaaz and orthodox clones of 501St Lyon Duoco, The Jedi and Lord Sith dar Teius, the planet Sarino and the separatist alliance count edited as the head of the state. Dr. Awaazan: Human deeds, criminals were sentenced to death in 12 star systems. Shane June, one of the most effective grace predators of the time-
followed by Shane. The Jedi is deported: The Supreme Chancellor of the Republic until the Attack of NFinn Flick sans Fisson Faneras Galen Marek: The secret support of Dar Wadar. Garvan Dares, co-founder of The Rebel Alliance: Rebel Pilot, Leader of the Red Squadron. Jedi Girl Rahuan Garnac: The Leader of a Band of
Trandushanaus Gaussano: Xexto and Skilled Pod-Runer General Bra: Kaleesh Syburgo, Droid Army General Gredo: Roduyum Fazal Hunter Working for The Hatt's Greif-Hallawaran Gun: A Small Lease To The Band of Wouki Gwarm: One of the Piracies of Ohanaka-Haan Solo: Husband Lia Organ Hype Fazaon Ming-88 Fazal Hunter
Droid Jabal Ba Hatt: I Tattooed Jaccan Solo in Ghalib Hatt: Son of Lia and Han Solo, Later Dar Kaidos Jace Became The Jackalan Jaana Solo: The Ett. Daughter of Lia and Han Solo Jango Fitt: Mandalaryan Fazal Hunter, Clone Soldiers By Jar Jar: By Jar Jar: J. K. Yagar Jono Grun Totor : Pyla Jedi Deported Co-Us Prime Minister,
among whom Jedi Carino is a member of the Jedi Council Kit Fasta: Jedi Burawater Writer, Jedi Council member Lando Callaassyan: Friends of Hon Solo and Prime Minister of The Malayan Falcon Lama Su: Prime Minister of Kamano Lia and Gana: By Aldron Luke Skokarkar: The Jedi Master Son of Ankan Skokar and Padme Amidala
Lumaia: The Black Lady of Sith Lobot, Lando Callarassian Lourrano Lobot d: Lumanara Unduli Trade Federation Senator: The owner of The Jedi presenting advice to members of the Jedi Council. Bisbasa Windu: Very powerful Jedi Korun, Member of The Jedi Council Major Voncareg Mara Jed Skokarkar: The Wife of The Child: The Wife
of The Luka Skokarkar Mais: Worked for one who once again re-endorsed Ramba and later rebel Linus Per Mothama Naat's young Arthallan---support John-Shane Jun-Niamavian-Wan's little viceroy: legendary Jedi Knight, Ankan and Luke and Son Karanak Orka Padme Amadela's teacher, NTA Senator Ankan and mother Skokar skokar
from side and Lia Oragan Padma Mabari Plo Koon: The Jedi Knight-Call Corridor. Po Nodo: Senator Ando Grillin po to smaller than Poggali: Arkidoki Gionusas Axy: Training for robot training. Ka-gan-jin: Owner of The Obbi-Van Raham Quota: Surviving Jedi. R2-D2 Rebel Alliance Co-Founder: Brave Blue Storumichanakala Druid Reux:
Captain Clone Leader of Captain 501 returned obedience chip before order which 66. Rif Son: Intense separatist ambassador Rif Chochi: Pantora during the Clone War in his politics. Rescott Mishi Haaco: Note Ray Assistant King (Star War) Stan Wayne San Hill: Muun Kryze's President and Head of the Pymoco Banking Kallan: Jedi
Master Togerta Shimi Skokar: Ankan Skokar Sifo-Dyas: Mysterious Jed I Knight Sri Tachi: Teacher by Padawan by Shankar Gallia Sev'rance: The Woman of Race Chassis: Supreme Chancellor of the Republic of Satam Reath: Echuu---Padawan John Matfini Moore By You Bartander Tora's Chachi Z Kolasis Support by Luke Skokarkar:
Yawan IV Sanuki Unkar Float Visa Mara: Planet Of Maralok KatarR Vergere: Jedi Knight Fosh What Tambwar: Rich and Skakwan as Foreman Technology Union: Owner of Toydarayan, Master of Ankan and his mother Ant Antilles: Brave Pilot of the Wicket, which is by the moon of Evauk, or Xizor : Criminal Organization Leader Black
Sun Yaran Jedi: Senator Vukai Yan: Sekoara Ayela, by: Amy Allen. Jedi Lady Twi'lek. It was The Jedi Master Of The Quanalana's Pádawan and survived the battle of The Gionosas. He led several missions and battles during the Clone Wars and maintained a relationship with Kit Fasta. He was deceived by Commander B and
commanded by the clone soldiers when he got together with him in Falokaa. Akkber: The Timthis M. Rose, The Yaree Baorsfeld (Voice) Exotic Monday Course, from the planet of the same name. Admiral Alliance's Amir Al-Bahar Fleet and Enemy Empire. In the time of the old Galactic Republic he serve as the leader of the Monday
Course Council to guide his people. He was the captain of the D's army during Prince Le Char's support against separatist Rif Taamson. He joined the coalition of rebellion, became the admiral of a skilled fleet. You have a lineer flag-bearer home. Later in the Galactic Civil War, he attacked the star of the second death of rebel admiral
Imamoto. Akkber continued to serve him in the new republic and later in resistance, helping to plan the attack on the Starkiller base. He died in a hard attack by the first command, performed by whom, during The Gallery: Zin Clark. Taholothian Jedi Teacher. Deep phim, his eyes were blue and an exotic headdress on his head. He had
been on The Jedi Council for many years and was close friends with The Obbi-van Caneby. They actively participated during the Clone Wars and even survived two battles with him, until they were killed by the brutal opress on the planet Flourram. Aaman Koallar Jedi Master Zabrac. He succeeded Koth on The Jedi Council. He survived
the battle of Gionosas , in which he lost his own life . He said he had to hole it with their pissabir when he died with him in the hand of his body. Agarusis was a Zegarrean in charge of the slaves of the Togerta race. He tormented the electrolytago beast to torment the slaves . He was killed by an electro-arah starting by Clone Captain
Reux. Performed by Ahsoka: Ashle Aksatian (sound only). Young Togherta who was saved by Master Plo Koke. He later became a paadawan of Ankan Skokarkar and attended, along with him, ruusan, gionosas, per course, between Faluka and L'Aula Saiyo, on many occasions during the Clone Wars, among others. He survived the
duets of wantress and general stiff. He was brave and hastening (he shared with his teacher the attributes, the ankan), but as he fought a very understanding. The Jedi temple has been wrongly accused of a terrorist attack process, he lost his trust in the Jedi Council and left the Jedi order, Anadol Ankan. However, its former master
resorted to a last-time resort to assist inger ingers of the Republic to attack Mandalori, which was conquered by Dar Mogra a planet. With the help of Captain Reux, he escaped the order of 66, who ordered the killing of The Jedi. During the royal era he managed an informal coup with bail and the ganas. The code was named Fulcrum, in
charge of transferring information and recruiting several independent restaurants, including lothal rebels oristas. He last clashed with his former master, now known as Lord Sith Dar Vadar, or on the deserted planet. By Aliasander Callos: David Oyaluvo (Voice Only) An agent of the Royal Security Bureau who is running under the code
name, The Inclaw-021. A strong believer that can order for the Empire Galaxy, Callulos has been seen to have been ordered to face various rebel cells, including Garra and Lotal Vorita in particular. However, after spending time trapped with rebel Zeb Oron on a moon, they shared both experiences and ideas, and Calluloss, learning
about rebellion and his kumaradry, started to be disappointed in the empire and questioned his prejudices. Callulose secretly started providing royal confidential information for the coup and fled royal facilities with the help of rebels. However, these leaks related to That of Callous' new superior, Tahron, who has begun researching the
rows and analysing a series of evidence extracts after it was Callulyus. Taharon finally sent a message to the rebel guidance and discovered the base of the rebel in Attolvan and attacked by the seventh fleet of Theharons. The Alliance of The Rebels rescued The Callulyus and joined them in Yawan 4, where they had a new foundation.
Played by Amalin Holo: A close friend of The Lora Dern Lia and Gan, whom she met among her youth. Coming from planet Gatlanth, The Holo contrasts the custom and hit attitude with the peaceful and conservative character of its world culture. More than thirty years later, The Holo Resistance deputy has worked as the rich, riding the
kuser of Gaudi. After The First Order attack after Lia fell into a short coma, The Holo mounted its place on the resisting flag-bearer, The Klaser, Raddos. The Holo developed a plan to save its troops from the resistance by the withdrawal on light transport (by constant enemy attacks) when they mounted the freezer. However, before he
could show his plan, a rebellion against him was organised by Captain Garelyn Po Dkhaleda, who is him. With the help of Lia, the holo was able to contain the rebellion. When transport begins to bomb by first order, after serious casualties, The Holo suo-karser ed it and the supreme leader sanuki's ship, the supremacy of the Star Mega-
Makhrab, destroyed both ships. Their brave sacrifice allowed the transport of resistance on the earth on planet Karates and live to fight another day. Ankan Skokarkar (Dar Wader) Important article: By Ankan Skokarkar: Sorah Shaw, Hayden Christiansen (Young), Jack Ladd (Boy), Matt L.N. (Voice in Star War: Battle of Clones), David
Proussy (The War of The Clones), David Proussy (The War), Spanner Wilding (Vadar), James Arl Jones (Vader by Expression). A young slave boy of tattoos, born to ghulam Shimi Skokar kar by virgin birth, ended up in the control of both scrap dealers. Boy Prodaagivens appears to be The Pretibha, especially as a pilot. At a young age
he was discovered by the Jedi Master Qagan Jinns, who felt his potential in power and selected him (which would come to balance for power). He was won by Ankan that was released after a pod bet on his right in the race. The Jedi Council did not trust Ankan and initially stopped his training, but after Kaagan's death, he would be trained
by The Former Support of The Obbi-wan Canebi, Ka gan, to honor his last will. Ankan saw The Obbi-Wan as a father figure, and also established a close friendship with the Supreme Chancellor. Aquadorian codsplayer Ankan Skokar ten years later he was assigned to protect Senator Padme Amidala in Nin and the two fell in love with
each other. However, he was captured by the Toscan robber in search of his mother and arrested by the moments after contacting Ankan again who obstructed his mission to travel immediately in search of his mother, killing the entire Toscan Kulan and causing him to exactrevenge in the battle of Gionvasas. But lord Sith Ampotat, who
was changed with a cybargo prosthesis. During the Clone War they had married Padme, The Uncouth Jedi, and was assigned their own padawan, Ahsoka. A class and wrestler who were born during this conflict received great good. As the war progressed, Ankan saw less and less of his wife Padme, apart from his confidence in the high-
jedi council (in which The Obbi-Wan was a part) began to be affected, especially after an unfair allegation against Ahsoka, who quit the Jedi order, to speak of the greater incan. In the last days of the war, Ankan and Obbi-wan saved Paline from Yughr, and on this mission Ankan took revenge for serfing the duku. Ankan received news
that Padmewas pregnant, but almost immediately later started to witness The Death of Padme's. Being disappointed at not being able to protect his loved ones and he understood the exclusion of the Jedi, and ankan changed The Paldar, who revealed himto himas lord Sith, and drove him in the dark direction of power. Now called Dar
Vadar, he executed the killing of The Jedi, while Paline created the Galactic Empire and declared himself the Emperor. On planet Mostakar, The Vader ended the separation, he ended the war, and was up against both The Obbi-wan and Padme when they refused to join him. Efforts to suppress her by the Vader attacks being stopped by
Padme and Obbi-wan, her battles, but were defeated, with the multi-stateand irreversible barns, which forced her to stay the rest of their lives in the coach of life support. Vader will learn Sadavos, thank you for the death of Padme's. Vadar became the central agent of Sadavos. Training the remaining Jedi and Damudkaran to complete the
mission. He met Ahsoka on planet Malsoka, but Vader no longer felt any appreciation for it and he both fightwith the winner Vadar. Vader faced the nasuad rebel alliance at the beginning of the Galactic Civil War. He was the only survivor of the death star's destruction, an incident that he caused great frustration, meanwhile, he found out
that he was the pilot who destroyed the station his own son: The Luqa Skokar, who was hiding by The Jedi. Vader promised Sadavos that he would join His cause, but he was actually looking to turn The Dark side to The Dark to depute Sadavos. Wader planned a network for Luqin in Cloud City, and there he faced a tough and
dondwivedka in The Defeat of Luqa. Vadar revealed that he was his father and tried to convince him to join him , but he ran away , unable to accept the truth . The vader again headed by Death Star II to examine the development of the construction. There, during the war against The War against The War, a Jedi Knight, for the last time.
This time he was defeated by Luka, but Was not able to kill His father. Sadavos decided to kill himself, but Vader, feeling sorry for his son, resigned from darkness and deceived the emperor, managing to kill him but kargar was being wounded. Ankan made peace with his son and he was united with a force . Ankan Solo (Convanditis) was
the third son of Lia and Han Solo, and was trained as a Jedi. Not long after he was born, the spirit of Palankan tried to capture him but he was defeated. By Antok Merrik: Ben Daniel. A rebel pilot, blue squadron leader, and a rebel alliance general. They agreed to attack the royal base of scaraf. During the war, The Fight at The Merrik and
Blue Squadron levels to strengthen rebel troops enter the planet. Despite his ability as a pilot (which also allowed him to shoot the act-on-the-same-back-of-the-art-wakar) his plane was destroyed by enemy fire, so he fell over the edge, killing him. AP-5 is a ra-7 model protocol droid that acts as an analyst's droid in the Galactic Republic.
After the republic's transformation into the Galactic Empire, AP-5 was reassaganad for a fragohetair as an inventory supervisor. There he met rebel spy droid C1-10P (helicopter), which he helped to steal friendship, friagheter and provide for a base-based Atollaun rebellion on the new-planet lonely. There he continues his work as an
inventory droid, working for the Phanex Rebel Alliance Squadron. Play by Appo: Class (vocals), De Bradley Bekkar (Express in Star Wars: Battle of the Clones). 501 during the Clone War in a clone soldier who has worked as a sergeant. At the end of the war he was given a boost with the commander and dar wadar . His mission will
return to the Jedi temple and destroy the command of The Jedi. After the massacre, Appo and other clones guaranteed the other as they had to ask about the situation and ordered him to leave. Soon after, The Padavan Zeit Jokasis killed a few soldiers and wounded Appo. Paid by Armtij Hux: Domhanal Glysaon First Order Young
General, Mischtit Imperal Officer Barandawal Hux and the son of one of his maids. Hux was born on The Manassis, a planet where the Galactic Empire retained a royal academy by its father. Together with this, they fled with the royal rest in the unrecognized areas of the Galaxy, where the first order will be established after the year. Hux
established a policy of propaganda of very young children in the first order rows and elevated all their lives to convert their lives into loyal soldiers of their purpose. The result was strong armed forces . Hux thought that the Republic was a threat of the stability of the galaxy. He maintained a strong enmity with the black agent of the order.
Thirty years after the war, the supreme leader destroyed the capital of the Republic on behalf of Sanuky, who passed it. The opening of the weapon, led by Hux, was a success: the entire Hosnian-azam system, the set of the Republic, was finished. Hux later received orders to use weapons against D'Qar, a planet located on resistance,
but was able to send the ship to the Starcolor attack to the resistance and destroy it. Hux fled with them. Hux himself later led the Squadron of Star Vidonsk to attack D'Qar. There was a dreadnowophamy between their forces which had destroyed the base with an orbital bombing, but the resistance fleet was eliminated the deadnologhit
once it was able to flee the system. Hux was severely followed by Sinuki, but was able to find the flat again to redo the fleet. With each other, the supreme leader's personal makarb, who ran out of fuel and resources, had a long chase of resisting the freezers, destroying them. However, a surprising resistance resistance destroyed the first
order squadron, after which Hux killed and fainted Sinuki in his throne room. Hux prepared their cat to kill the child, but before the moments of the jagaya and was awarded the title of Supreme Leader, forcing Hux to admit such as. The general later escaped again in the cause of resistance in The Crates, along with the child in their attack,
although he thanked The Intervention of The Luqa Skokarkar. Performance by Arwal Crynyd: The Hamilton Macree. A rebel Alliance pilot who fired a wing during a squadron fight led the green. At the end of the war, The Krynyd performed a suicide pan-sport, as well as in the accident Against the command tower of superstar Mukhrab
Wasi, it causes its destruction. Performance by Aswantresis j: Nika Futterman (sound only). Sithe Dithumaraan. Wantress was the daughter of a Jedi Padawan whose master, whose owner, was killed in a pirate attack. He was discovered by Duku, who trained him as a murderer in the service of Atok. However, Dar Sadavos called him
dangerous to him and ordered Daoko to be killed. They fled from The Wantress, where they returned to their tribe , and on many occasions they avenged Daoko . Unfortunately, Duuko has generally ordered the destroying of all the bhides, which survived only the wantresus, which worked as a grace hunter. Wantress will later ally himself
with The Jedi Quanallan (with whom he developed a case) to kill Daoko in the final year of the war. However you were temporarily spoiled by the LORD Sith, and Wantress tried to save him. This yellow-colored hybrid Grace Hunter song became one of the most feared killers around the time of the Clone Wars. He trained young Boba Fitt.
He maintained a relationship with the Kazakhs' Ohanaka. He was serviced by Zaro-Hut when he tried to murder Padme Amidala but failed. However, he fled, and soon became after himself with The Cadd to free the zaro. B Guarantee and Performance by Gan: Jimmy Smits. He was viceroy and senator of Aldran during the Clone Wars
and the first phase of the Amperal age. He was a hero on many occasions on the diplomatic mission. Padme disagreed with Amidala, guaranteed with the additional executive power collected by the Chancellor during his term. At the end of the war they protected Yan Da and Obbi-wan Caneby from the early stages of cleaning the Jedi,
and adopted The Lia, Padme's daughter. Although years later he helped to find the rebel alliance, Bail and Gana died when he ordered the destruction of Aldaaan with the star of death. Bastilla Shan (The Convantis) was a human Jedi Lady of thousands of years before the war of Yawan and Revan's wife. The Boss: Jiang Gomdi was a
human native, originally the most dedicated guardian of the Waheallus, an ancient religious order, but after the arrival of the Galactic Empire on the moon he lost his faith in power, unlike his best friend, The Ayayarat Imwe. Together with The Ahramat, he briefly joined the rebel alliance and he destroyed his home which took part in the
mission of getting the plan for the death star. After the death of his friend during the war, The Beshroit destroyed, who before suffering the same fate in the hands of the death soldiers, Bzahsaly believed in his faith. Bb-8 RELATED to THE ABC Series Stordrawad Pilot Grillin Po Din, who concealed part of a map in it to find The Lookout
For The Looker. BB-8 finn, r and hon solo came back to resistance. Ben Skokar He was the son of Jack Skokar, And Mara. He was trained as a Jedi as well as his cousin. Play by Bendu: Tom Bekkar (just the voice). Being able to use the power located on an ancient and mysterious earth Atlallaon. Bendu describes himself as the
madpoint between the bright side and the dark side of power. He said That The Jedi Kanax Jarros, had recently become blind, able to east himen himly through his connection to power, as well as direct it in the secret of The Holokron. When the Empire detected the rebellion on its own basis in Attolvan, Bendu became angry and
converted into a tornado, and he was in both the rebels and the Grand Admiral Taharon's Emperor al-Tahron. However, Taharon and his forces succeeded in bringing him down from the sky. The grand admiral shot him before The Bandu defeated Taharon, and immediately disappeared him. The blottahawk is a military and a species of
zarbchi, which needs an artificial respiratory system to live in the oeaganated environment. After fleeing their home planet, Yar Togna, Baanahawk and his brother Edrio, a llied leader known as Garra saw the leader of the extremist resistance. The moon works on The Jadah, The Sundaa, and some supporters captured Jyn Erso and his
companions, taking them for The Garra. After he died, Jadhav, Binahawk and Edrio fired a laser of more than twenty in an emergency transport. Performing by Beru- Lares: Sohaila Fraser, Boni Piesse (young) wife Vivian Lares and Key Chachi Luka Skokar. She was much more sympathetic to The Heart of The Heart than To The Wayan.
Both died in the hands of The Stormatropars who were looking for the identity of C-3PO and R2-D2. The babe was a tub-button of twi'lek and Jabal Ba. He got C-3PO, R2-D2 and Luq Aakar when they wanted to save The Hon Solo. He died in the hands of Grace Hunter Boba-Fitt. It happened after the fall of the empire. This scene is
playby Mandaluorian Baggis Darkalagheiter: Garrik Haagwan comes out at the end of the second season of childhood friend, Loq Skokar and a skilled pilot. The royal joined the academy in the de-fiqted and the rebellion. Yawan 4, The Baggs and the Rebels in Luke met again in the base and then the stars of death flew with each other in
the attack. Despite his skills, Baggis died when Dar Vadar, Paloting was a tie-high, shot his fighter, destroyed it. Performed by Bo-Katan Kryze: Kvocals e. He was a death guard Mandalawrean, first established by Vizsla, and sister of Duchass of Mandalvari, Satten Kryze. He tried to free dar when Mogra took hold of the guards of death .
Many years later, he will be claiming to have captured black to reonafi the Mandalawarian caste. Boba Facts Important Article: By Boba Fitt: Balga, Daniel Logan (boy) and temperature (sound only). He was born in addition to the regular but unchanged clone soldiers, and knowing lying adopted him as his son. After Jango's death, a
teenage Bomba has established himes himes along with many other predators, Bossk and Awantresus j. At a very young age, Boba was already established, along with Bossk, their own Grace Hunter's Union, which operates on a variety of planets. In the long time he got a Mandavarian coach like his father, in addition to his ship's legacy:
slave one. Boba Will Come To Develop A Reputation As The Best Grace Hunter In The Galaxy During The Americas Times, Working For Powerful Creatures Like Dar Wader And Jabal Ba Hatt. One of the missions of the fact during the early Galactic Civil War was the key role in the discovery of the existence of his son, Luka Skokarkar.
After the Battle of Hoth, The Fact won its biggest prize by capturing The Hon Solo, by Dar Vader to freeze in Carbonati in Baispan. Bomba had put on The Hin for not paying his debts to collect the prize, had to pay off his debts. Boba tattooed when The Allies of The Hon, Including The Look, Did Their Salvation Out, Ended In The Battle of
Carkoon. There, they tried to kill Luka, but the hon, carbonati and semi-blind free, accidentally packed the jet of the chalu-fit which caused him to lose control, and then be taken over by Sarlock. Buddhist Look at by: Ris Ahmed. A young Amperal pilot local Jadda, who received a holoming age from the Amperal engineer Galerur, after
receiving errors, who directed him to bring him along with his former ally Garra. Upon his return to Jadhav, The Rock was imprisoned by supporters and brought before Garra, who was his snob, ordered that he be tortured on the hands of a strange creature to find out if he was telling the truth. On The Rock then joined a rebel group led by
Jyn Erso, galen's daughter, working as their pilot and communications expert. After stealing the SW-0608 U.P. and adopting the Identity Signal Scoundrel, Bodhi took part in the Battle of Scaraph. Living inside the ship, On The Look succeeded in warning the rebel fleet of urgent need to destroy the slope of the scaraf's kidneys so that its
partners could move the technical blueprints of the death star. However, an Amperal soldier threw a grenade at the hostel, destroyed it and with it on the Look. Boga was a woman from the planet Warikatal. It was the transport of The Obbi-wan Caneby while he was chasing The Scopy General hard. He ordered Kodi to kill Obebi that 66
when he fell into the bottom of the poa's bottom pit, he was paid by Bossk: Alan Horse, De Bradley Baker (Expression in Star War: The Battle of Clones) was a bounty hunter Trandushanu during the war And the Galactic Civil War. With him, allied, Bomba Fitt and Kasats tried to kill Bisbasa Windu and later arrested the Admiral of the
Republic of Calliyan and two clone soldiers. He was imprisoned along with the faith, and survived two in prison and worked as his adviser and protector on a buying union basis. Many years later he was taken over by Dar Wader to capture the Malayanium Falcon which left him in direct competition with Boba Fitt. Bluduga was an Italian
bounty hunter who worked with his brother Onca in the Clone Wars in a powerful and deadly pair, but was killed by The Cadd. The C-21 High Singer was a droid who worked as a grace hunter in the Clone Wars. He joined Aswantresis which was a part of the Zarbbuy gang which was established by Boba Fitt. C-3PO main article: C-3PO
by: Anthony Daniel. This golden protocol was created by the droid to help his mother by sucan suomoto. When he went to serve the Wedding Callig-Lares, C-3PO family until Ankan was taken back and with him, like he fell into a road factory in Gionosas, his body and head was exchanged with these people of a war-droid. After his
adventure he went to the service of Padme and the Republic during the Clone Wars. He helped many times in the Galactic Civil War in the service of the rebel alliance. The C-3PO was clumsy, clumsy and technical, but after getting an update after the war mastered over 6,000,000 languages (7,000,000). During the conflict of resistance
during the first sequence he lost his left arm, temporarily taking his place until he was taken over by the original after the Battle of Starcolor Base. Play by Cad Be: The Coori-Britan (vocals only). A member of the castes Dwarawas, he was the best grace hunter in the galaxy during the Clone Wars. He set up a team to break into Saint and
The Free Zaro-Hut. After Zaro was sentenced to death soon after his escape from prison, Bina failed to reach him and was confronted by The Obebi-wan Canebe and Quanalan. He also worked for Dar Sadavos, a Howciron theft from The Jedi Alabihagaras, where all power-sensitive children were appointed, whom he was kidnapped. At
some point he was imprisoned, but With Morela Badi and Rav Hardeen ran into the middle of a riot (which was actually The Obbi-van Canebi). He survived the box test and was given the honour of leading the operation to capture Palcanibe, but was defeated out of it. C'ai tahranalli: Paul Abednedo is a resistance pilot and close friend of
The Grillin Po DAmerica. He participated in the withdrawal of the Resistance Headquarters in D'Qar. When he was later stopped by enemy Widonsk for the first time, and General Lea Andagan was dropped unconsciously, Deputy Admiral Amalin Holdo remained in charge, but his hesitate to show it The plan was to organize a ghadra
against it due to The Girlen Po, in which C'ai Tahranalli was a part. However, the ghadra was a man and the tahranalli was from the dabanga. The pilot was fired at a ferry on the rebel base of the crates planet, where he took part in a battle to break the siege of the first order, being one of the few survivors. Tahranalli boarded the
Malayanium Falcon to flee alive from the planet, and there he was reestablished with The Grillen Po. By Kassiyan Sia Ada: Diego Loona as a young rebel alliance officer, as well as being a fulcing agent (revars). In the moments leading up to the start of the Galactic Civil War, he managed a vast network of spies and inforefarbacks across
the Galaxy. Thanks to one of these agents he learned that the Empire was building a super weapons, which was known as the Death Star. Kassiyan was co-founded with his father, Galerso, to find the war station's main weapons designer to recruit him. Secretly, Kassiyan had a job of killing Galen to stop the construction, but he changed



his mind before that. He later took part in the Scaraf fight and Jyn helped get technical blueprints for the death star. Despite being able to move projects to the rebellion fleet, the death star who died with Kassiyan fired on the planet. Key Key Article: By Keyobaka: Peter Maheu. It was a voukai from the planet Kashik. In the Clone Wars he
was captured by Trandushanaus and rescued by Ahsoka and some hidden Jedi pershshus. When he returned to Kashik, he led the Vouqai army to defend against separatist forces. Kyobaka saved from the royal anti-war on his planet and became longtime companion of The Haan Solo, after becoming a co-pilot of the Malayanium Falcon
and indulging in the Galactic Civil War, being remembered as a war hero and helped to free his planet. However, some of the approaches they lost were the Malayanium Falcons. After the ben solo fraud, Hen and Qayyobaka returned to the smuggling. Kiyubaka and Hin starkiller were involved in the battle of the base, where The Hon was
killed in the hands of his son. After returning from the war, Kyobaka captured the Falcon's pilot status with the Su, along with his search for The Luqa Skokar. The 'Mwe' performed: Donni Yan. The Lord Amwe is a human monk to The Jadah, then a member of the Wahealles guardians until he was returned to his protection by the empire.
Despite being blind, Kahera-i-Roat fulfilled his connection of strength, to become a specialist player beyond his disability. Along with his friend and protector, Malmaabes, The Saheraruth joined their rebel gang when they passed through The Jadah, taking part in the attack on the battle of Eidu and Skaraf. In the latter, The Akha To allow
your colleagues to contact the rebel fleet on planet Scaraf. Helicopter (C1-10P) with an anti-and-ashgabare personality and a dissonant attitude with a storumichanacal droid, ghost/spirit phreagheter crew. Despite his personality flaws, he was very loyal to the staff. He was present in Yawan 4 for the Scaraf fight in the role. Performance by
Kankaus (CT-27-5555): De Bradley Bekkar (vocals only). A dupe-diwas clone soldier trained in the inexperienced Damanu squadron. After defending Kamanu from the separatist attack, he was promoting the private car. He took part in the battles of the area and Bara. They discovered the conspiracy of Order 66, so Sith ordered it to be
implemented before promoting its discovery. Clone 99 was a clone unit born in Comano, which was in charge of rehabilitation, due to indicity and a young age. However, during the Battle of Camano he helped to provide the army clones with their weapons in which they had put in hold, Harwaqal died when he was killed by the III ids. Paid
by The Kouri (CC-2224): Temperature Related, De Bradley Bekkar (vocals Star Wars: Clone Wars). One of the most famous Clone Commanders, Kodi was often assigned to General Obbi-wan Caneby, whose skills, strategies and strategies had earned him in his charge of The Jedi and Clone, who are loyal to The Obei Wan. However,
the loyalty to The Canaby of The Kouri was passed by the impact of 66, which accepted it twice without the orders of Dar Sadavos to kill his general. D Daka was the first of the sisters of the night and one of the wasest. When the general launched a strong attack, Mother Taalzan ordered the dark army to be restored to help the sisters
against Yogher, but when based on the thread-bhides he said he had her body with Sabir being holed by him who caused the Zombie Army to die. By Dar Bean: Mark Hamel (voice only). He was a powerful Sith Lord living a thousand years ago before the War of Yawan. When Sith was defeated by his inner smart, dar bane set up, which
established that only two could take from Sith at the same time, one master and one support, not to the sith to go to revival. After his death there was almost a malayanium, an awhim of bane ka hafiz in which Yan in Raada ban. Played by Dar Mogra: Ray Park, Peter Serafinoicz (vocals in Star War: Episode-In-Preet Curse) and Sim Tawar
(Express edited in Star War: The Battle of Clones and The Star Wars Rebel). He was a Zabrac Dithumarian trained as Lord Sith by Dar Sadavos. Mogra was confronted by the kaagan jinns and The Obbi-wan Canebe, which I cut him off in the murder, but Canebe cut it in two. The leather did not go down with its hatred and dark side, and
escaped from a state with refuge on the garbage planet Lotho . The desinition. His brother, The Wehshi Opresus, brought him back, where his mother, The Dietean, restored his mind and provided him with two metal legs. Mogra has several criminal penalties and creates a criminal association called Collective Shadow by bringing death
guard Mandalvarans together. Later, he challenged and defeated Vizsla before Mand'alor, claiming a special, black and mandalori lead. He was captured by Dar Sadavos, who rejected him as a support and killed his brother, The Whoresi, according to the rule of two (and not interfere with his plans at the same time). Mogra escaped the
Sadavos prison with the help of the Mandavaranas and collected the collective shadow, but the collective shadow was separated by several attacks by Yughr, which ended with his mother, Taalasan, who died normally under orders from Sith. At the end of the war, an intervention by the Republic in Mandalwari left it planet and will be held
in Mallya, to bare the secret of overcoming a Sith. Many years later, he met young Jedi Supriti Azara Braadgar, whom he tried to adopt as his support on many occasions. Escaped from Mogra or would try to meet with Azara to discuss a Sith-Holokron (or belonging to malked temple). Thanks for a view he learned that his Nimisis Canaby
was still alive, and traced it by him in search of hope and purpose. There he will be defeated fast and killed by Canibe. Dar Pallagias is a Sith Lord, who dar Sadavos, according to his support, can create life and change the power in Midich. After a lot of power aplus, he developed a strong fear of losing or dying him. When Sadavos found
no more benefit for his master , he killed himin his sleep . Later, palpallagias story to woo the incan to the black side. In the continuation of the Condantis, The Pallagias is of the Muun race and his transformation is the ego of the public figure Higo Mashen. Dare Sadavos: Einstein McDiarmid, Einstein Chromebe and Tim (Expression Star
War: The Battle of Clones) Dar Sadavos had a double life, as much as Nas o Sen. As The Panpalplan (later elected Supreme Chancellor) and Lord Sith he was. He had three Siths who became great Lord of the black side: Dar Mogra, Dar Teus and Dar Vadar. Palpatine was a great long-term thinker, in which Nabbott was going to be
behind the separatist crisis, the Clone Wars and the Jedi Clearing which led him to become the emperor of the Galactic Empire in the end. Sadavos tried to convince Thee of The Dark Side to see The Lord of The Lord, and he was not a man of the lord. As Denied by Luka, Sadavos appointed him to kill with the Force-Karins, but The
Redeemed Father of The People, Dar Vader (formerly Ankan Skokar), pushed Paline into the main character of the Death Star, killing him. A collaboration with Darts D'Nar was separatist Zegarrian Work on the mission of capturing the Togherta population of Karavas to enslave The Douko. Obbi-wan went to their base where they faced a
tough meli in Dundwioduq and D'Nar was eventually captured by Ankan, who took his ship. Dawalthi Dofine, one of the namodian leaders of the Allied Trade Federation with Dar Sadavos, was under the attack of Nabou. He was in charge of the druid control ship, but died when a little bit destroyed the main richter from inside the ankan
skokar. Playby Dangar: Simon Pygg (Expression Star Wars: The Battle of The Clones) was a famous bounty hunter from the planet. During the Clone Wars he allied himes with Boba Fitt and Bossk, with whom he established a buying union. He also worked for The Whots. In the Galactic Civil War he was one of six bounty poachers who
were being serviced by Dar Wadar to capture Haan Solo and his allies, although in the end the prize was charged by his former colleague and occasional rival Fitt. A few months later, dagar met and the fitte at the palace of Jabalba. Depa Ballaba was a member of the Jedi Council and endorsed The Basbasa Windu. He was the teacher of
Caleb Doma ( Kanaaq Jarros) He died during Command 66 while defending his padawan with them. Darraun was a Grace Hunter Parono, popularly known as the Termonitor. Darraun was tested box by Duuko and was selected to arrest Chancellor Palpatine, although he was defeated by Ankan Skokarkar. Darraun Ivadad started arrest
and external edge party vantang until he reached The Hatt Palace in Tattoo. Being a Parwano, Darraun was able to face a serum that made him immune to the asmani electric system, and had several tentaclass of electric suctions, three eyes and a limited capacity for the liabilities. Paid by Dan Dzarin: Padro Passkul is a Mandalyurin
zarbhe who worked for the Grace Predators Guild in the year after the fall of the Galactic Empire and off the radar of the new Republic. Originally an expósito, an orphan who was adopted by the Mandaluorian faith after his family was abolished, lost in an attack by the identity of the separatist war during the Clone War. During his career
as a grace hunter he was anonymous, known only as Mandaavariyan. It was linked with the tribe of The Mandalvaranas, refugees from the Great Pak, which was established on the planet Nevkalandistanali. The Mandalulian was a royal lying service to capture a secret target in exchange for an arable payment. In traveling to a 7, where
they found out that this target had a child, yan were the castes. After withtaking his client, then, a metal is used to make new coaches after he returned with the tribe. I got one later To see and deliver the child from his abductors, break the code of grace predators union in the process. Dzarin escaped from El Nuno, hiding on the outer
edge for weeks failing and trying to find safety. After a while, his former chief chief Ef Karga convinced him to join forces and drive the empire out of the planet, thus saving the child's life. His allies have returned to the company that he had met in recent days. His attempt at negotiations with the Empire failed, and I and the rest were led by
the Emperor, moff by Gidon. After he escaped, he moved to the site of the now deserted Mandavarian Incle. With the work of Armara, who led the tribe, care for the child, I took him back to himas long as they were his own. After defeating The Imperals, the planet in the baby company from the left. Performed by DJ: A hackers with a bark
approach of conflict in the Bankakao del Toro Galaxy, believe that both resistance and first order were two parts of a system that believes corruption and desire. So, they worked as a side side to one of their own and himand himifhe was beneficial for it. When the bay in the city of The Cessino, DJ first order the capital ship to be intiuated
to serve the Finn and Rose Saka Resistance operations. However, after being captured by The Stormetropars, dj revealed the secret escape plan of order resistance, in return for his freedom and amount of money. It was then destroyed by resistance before the ship left soon after. Belief: De Bradley Bekar (vocals only). He was a dupe-
duped clone soldier, Lyon 501. When Jedi was in general Pong Krelal's order 501, Underunderstand Skriel was the most loyal soldier even if The Jedi forced them to take dangerous missions and get rid of them, although it later undertook himself who ended Krilal's life when Krilal admitted his fraud. Duoco/Dar Tius: Christopher Lee,
Corei Britten (Express in Star Wars: Clone Wars). A Jedi Master from a great family on planet Sarino, he was one of the most recognized and powerful Jedi in the entire galaxy. However, he was ultimately disappointed in the Jedi setting and galactic republic, and after his former padawan, qa-gan jinn sings of death, he gave up the order,
after being one of only twenty Jedi master to voluntarily resign. He was easily disbelieved by Dar Sadavos, thanks to whom he became a Sith Lord. Duoko also gave the title of the nobility of establishing a public reputation for the politician of the concept, which is shaping a public reputation for a sarino, becoming the leader of the
independent system or the confederation of the separatist alliance, which thousands urged to abandon the star system. And eventually the clone war started. Apart from being the executive leader of EKA during the war, he used many black sahishs to help the separatist forces. These include awantresis, awe-hit opresis and common
painful. He also developed a strong feud with powerful young Jedi Ankan Skokar, who had cut off his arm in his first fight. During this conflict, Duoko and Skokar faced duals on many occasions. Finally riding on the friget hidden hand, Skokar avenged on Duoko by cutting both hands. He later behead him, under which under the direct
orders of the paline, although it was anything unlike the Jedi code. The separatist coalition was ordered painfully. I performed my own: Rose Byrne. Along with this for security reasons in a maid and assistant role to Padme Amidala, who voted by the Military Creation Act. When Amidala didn't have to go about it to protect you, the distance
sat with the captain and in it. The jar is not in the jar. Dr. Karniless Awaazan Dr. Awaazan is a despoiled man who was sentenced to death in the twelve-kidney system, perhaps because of his experiences. Before reaching the deserted planet of Awaazan and Baba Chand Jadhav, where they had a settlement in Edvesi Aisali next to
Pavanda Baba, a wind-aish. One day, in the city's canton, The Local threatened To scokar. Without any hesitancy, Obbi-wan Caneby cut baba's arm and injured Awaazan after a very short crawl. Performance by E-A: Deo Falona (Sound Only). Along with The Cadd Bean, it was also one of the best grace predators in the galaxy. They
were particularly well-presented to run the high jump and its speed as a member of the member. He had a custom hat he used to wear as a helmet and a dissonant. He formed an alliance with three other bounty poachers who helped defend The Faloka from the Kazakhs. He was appointed to take over Chancellor Paline in Nin, but was
defeated and captured. Soon after he was left with his team and his pet in Kalui. Azara Braadgar: The Voice of Taylor Grey (voice only). An orphan edict for the local forces of planet Lotal, the day in which the Galactic Empire was announced. Among his youth, Azara created a living theft and a cheating royal army. Five years before the
start of the Galactic Civil War, Azara joined the ghost/spirit of Friagheteer, known as The Waritha. Azara Kanayk became a support of Jarros, a Jedi who was resurrected by 66, began to know the force's methods. Nevertheless, their parents will come to create an internal conflict in The Death and A Clash with Dar Mogra in Azara. Months
later, Sith Got Along with The Holokraon He Was Impressed With The Help Of Mogra Make it hunt to take advantage of by black. However, The Azara Kanawas was able to overcome this sine die with the help of a mysterious Bendu. His experiences with Mogra will indirectly lead former Lord Sioone to this planet tattoo where he died in
the hands of The Obbi-van Canebe. When the 7th Amperel flat was the rebel base base at Attolon, Azara recruited a Mandalaurian to attack the interadact and the kover of the empire and allowed the rebels to flee. F is paid by FFinis: Teernus Steamup. He was the Supreme Chancellor of the Republic until his poor actions led to his weak
steps to stop the planet's capture of the trade federation, ordered a motion of condemnation against it. The CTA senator, Palhini, took his place, another part of his bad plan to keep the Galaxy under the Principle of Sith. Performed by Finn (FN-2187): John Bo Ga. A first-order storemtoper, taken from his family at a very young age and
trained his life to be a soldier. However, they decided to do so after their saqvadmati died in the attack in Jacco. He tried to escape into a tie fighter by free prisoner Grillin Po Din, but the plane was shot by the fanalyser, the accident in Jackco, where Finn met, a jun, and the driver of bb-8, d, who offered a map ownership to find The Lock
Skokar. After Jackco escaped, he met With Hon Solo and Kyobaka, who had hit them with the first command and Finn had received The Lissever of Luqa to keep it. On the basis of resistance, Finn met General Lia Andgan, met With Garelin Po and helped plan the attack on the first order Starcolor base, during which Finn, Haan, and Che
rescued (who had taken possession in Takodana) but Haan was killed by his son, the expert child. The baby with Finn will face, badly damaged and in a coma. After the baby's defeat, Chee and R withtook it on the basis of resistance to restore. Finn soon resisted in a medical capsule from Jagaya after emptying its headquarters. Again,
Finn tried to be inimical to resistance, because they were chased by the navy of the first order, and to stop the sin (who was with the scoakar in Ahch) at risk of coming back and death. In an attempt to escape they were caught and arrested by the rose stake, but was soon part of a secret plan organized by Grillin Po, which to avoid the
Navy. The Finn Supreme Leader was familiar with the flag system of sinuo, the velvet supremacy. With the help of Rose, he recruited a code called The Decapherer to enter the undetectable, but his situation looked worse when the DJ had the opportunity to cheat him and gave him the first order to protect himself. Finn and roses survived
and He met the resistance in The Krates, where Finn tried to destroy himandah a siege tape that threatened to destroy the forces of the general and the gans. However, rose saved it, and Finn escaped the planet with the rest of the resistance. Performed by Fox (CC-1010): De Bradley Bekkar (vocals only). The Clone Commander of the
Coruscant Guard, an elite force which maintained order and security in the galactic capital, cannot coruscant, during the clone war. He is loyal to the responsibility of a very strong feeling and loyalty to the Supreme Chancellor. He was also in charge of security at the Military Operations Centre of the Republic, where he led the severe
persecution of Paadawan Ahsoka, who was found guilty of murder and tigression. They were involved in the attack on the war that was ordered by PalJedi at the end of the war, and was later in the service of Dar Wader. However, on a mission to capture the Handi Jedi Jokasat, Fox's men accidentally opened fire on the vader, because
they didn't know he was Sith. The seduomote ended with the death of the clone commander in the hands of the vadar. G is paid by Guruan: Mads Maccallisan. A gift scientist who dedicated his life to studying Khyber Crystal, powerful objects that gave his energy to his power as the Jedi. He said his research was put to work for the
Galactic Empire on this that would be applicable in a project to get renewable and unlimited energy for the entire galaxy, but the fact that the empire had tried to use crystal power for a super weapon (in which death would be known as star). Galen, his wife Lyra and his young daughter Jyn went into exile on the remote planet Lah'mu, but a
few years later they were re-located by the American Officer and Son Karunak, a former friend of Galen, who forced him to continue his work to continue the development of the weapon. Long after, Galen contacted The Bhagavada Pilot to keep a message on the Buddhist Look in which Galen allowed a fatal error in the station system to
design and ruin it. His daughter Jyn Galen was recruited by the Rebel Alliance to save, his colleague Kassiyan Anor ordered his own secret and hidden orders on his own to slow the development of weapons. The message was destroyed during the weapons test, while Karanak learned about the leak and encountered all the engineers of
the Amperal Scientific Base. Galen admitted to their fraud, but the carger was injured during a scientificbombing because it failed to execute. In the last moments of his life he met his daughter Jyn, who was based on saving her. A Rudayan Is A Jedi Girl Who Is Looking For A Crystal Hopefully With Her GisS. A band leader of The
Trandushanaus. They liked to capture people and then hunt them as a game. Garnac won many trophies and prizes. He was killed by Ahsoka in an attempt to avenge the death of his son. Garvan Dares: Paid by Dravida Hanli. This rebel pilot was the leader of the red squadron and piloted an X-wing plane. They took part in the fights of
Scaraf and Yawan. In the latter he directed the second goal on death star's vantilysion channel. Although their yscars were destroyed, Dares was able to fire two proton storpidos on the channel, however, none of the projects were able to enter and thus destroyed the station. Dar wadar's plane crashed and died before Taking His Attack
on the Channel before Being Shot By Fire By The Fire By The Dar Wadar, ordered Dares to be taken by The Dares. Finally, Loqa completed the pantribaati and destroyed the station. Gassano was an xexto and skilled pod ship reser. He won the second place in the Bouwant Eve tournament, coming after ankan. General Painful by: The
Sound(Only) By The Maithio Wood. There is a warrior race associated with the leaders of the separatist alliance. He opted to rebuild as a cybergo to be more powerful (although it caused his breathing system to decrease) until his entire body consisted of robots coach in addition to his eyes and internal vital systems. Personally trained by
Daoko Count, had the ability to learn The Jedi Arts with severely saber and became the Supreme Commander of the Droid Army. During the Clone War he got famous for his cruelty strategy, as well as being recognized as a Jedi Knight killer, maintaining a private collection and the Jedi trophies he had killed. In their key partnership for
the war, there are an attack and kisstratang on the Coruscant power plant to reduce diplomatic negotiations between the Republic and Ugar; An attack on planet Kamanu, where the clone soldiers of the Republic, the exit of Dar Mogra from their fort in Zanbar, and the killing of mother Sadavos under the orders of the Chides, The Taalsan
and Dar, and the death of The Douko ended. During the war he maintained a strong enmity and hostility with Jedi Master Obbi-van Caneby. In the last instances of the war, the hard-threaded Coruscant captured it Chancellor Paline, captured it on his capital ship, hidden hand, but it was contacted by the Jedi, Duuko was killed and painful,
where the separatist directive took refuge. Under the orders of Sadavos, he expelled other leaders, but his position was padded by Palpatine (who was originally Sadavos). Because of this, soon was located by General Canibe and his troops. to He tried to run away, but was killed with a gun wound in front of his main system before he
canegot his fighter board. Great sub-subset: Jason Asakes (voice only). His real name is unknown. A Pau'an native of Utafau, he was originally a member of the Command of the Jedi, serving as one of the distinguished guards of the Jedi Temple. However, at the end of the war they felt disappointed with the command and finally fell
towards darkness. He started to work in Durmadkaran, which survived the early stages of hunting the Jedi by a group of force sensitive agents set up by Sith. Over time, he became the great sub-sub- and personally serving Dar Vadar. The sub-sub-planet Lotal got interested in eliminating the rebel cell, especially involving two Jedi:
Kanae-Jarros and Azara Braadgar, with whom they clash on various occasions. However, the Thil's sub-government and the royal government had failed to end the rebels. With the help of Grand Moff Walhof, he captured the sovereign khairb and waited for his allies to save him. During the potential rescue mission, the sub-committee last
fighted the Jedi in the generator complex, and then defeated The Bronze. Instead of facing the wrath of The Wadar for his continued failures, the Sub-Chairman decided to leave until his death. After a while, the Sub-Sub, in his Identity of the Jedi, he officially named him where in a view to publish to Kanaq. The Characters from the Gredo
Star War Song dance and paroddying appears to the left of a village folk song (Gredo, and the third kiyubaka). He was a failed Rudayan Grace Hunter who worked for Jabal Ba. During the Clone Wars he was on a mission to capture the daughters of Pan American President Papanauda, although he could not stop them from being
rescued. In the royal era, he took part in the search for The Hon Solo, who put a lot of money, so the crime lord rewarded him. Gredo was the first hunter to find him, but he was not very lucky because he was in the canton of Edvesi Aisley when they shot him. Moments later Jabal Ba will face himself, this important for The Death of Gredo.
The gun is a small woowooka pit, being one of the rare cases of a vouka in the order of the Jedi. It was a very specially made sa sa bir, made of wood. One of the jack's scars is the oohnaka gang. He survived the severe attack of the flora with the help of Ahsoka. H Han Solo Important Article: By Han Solo: Harryson Ford. An egotising
and smart smauggler who actually worked in commissioning for those riding on the Fryagheter as per his own will: the Malayanium Falcon, a ship that defeated his friend/rival Lando on a condition called Calarassian. He was the best friend. Vuukai Kaiyobaka, who gave him a life loan after being saved from prison. At one point, Hen was
forced to put in a massage (drug) shipping space to avoid being arrested by the Galactic Empire, so he raised a huge amount of money for him, which put the prize on Hin and Kyobaka. Their fate changed when they met With Loqa Skokar and Obbi-wan Canebe, who tried to transport Aldren, but was captured by the empire and after
Princess Lea and gana joined the rescue, they ended part of the rebellion against the empire. He has briefly participated in the Yawan fight: his intervention allowed The Death Star to destroy The Star of Death. He and Chewie have been serving for years in rebellion, but during the war around it he decided to leave after he received
threats from threats from the fighters. After the war, Haan, Lia (with whom He fell in love), Chewie and C-3PO tried refuge with their former friend Lando Callarsiyan, but who was contacted by the empire was traced to him by Boba Fette. In Baispan he was captured by the Lord Sith Dar Vadar as part of a plan to woo The Lök Skokarkar in
a network. The hon was frozen in Carbonati by the Baspan workers and was given the fight, who took it to him and collected the prize. Months later, The Hon was released by his friends, in a rescue from where the fight and both were defeated. On his return to the rebel fleet, The Haan was generally boosted and led by a rebel squadron
where, with the help of local eqab, they defeated the royal soldiers and destroyed the shield generator to protect the second death star, allowing the rebel pilots to destroy the station and win the war. The Hon continued to lead the rebel forces, now known as the New Republic, until the empire was defeated once and for all. During the last
year of the war, Hon and Kashik liberated the home of The Wuks. When He was married to Haan and had a son with him, Ben by name, who was sensitive to the force (since his mother, Lia, was The Daughter of The Vadar and the refore the sister of Luqa), and therefore, when he was raised, he was sent to his uncle, Loq, to train on the
way to the force. Despite everything, the interforce was dissed by the dark side, and under the orders of its new master, the Supreme Leader of the First Order, Sanuky, destroyed the new Jedi order set up by The Luqa, who decided to go into exile. The decline of Ben, now known as the child, said that due to a break in the relationship
between his parents. The Hon, along with sugar, re-engage in smuggling, although his ship, the Malayanium Falcon, was stolen from it, so he took another huge friaghateer, Eravina. When the falcon was captured by the junky and former stormtoper Finn, The Hon tracked his old ship and located on them, discovered that he was A road,
by BB-8, taking a map to The Alleged Location of The Look. Eventually, He returned to Lia, who had laid the foundation for resistance to defend himfrom the first command. The First Order of The Hon, CheFinn, and R participated in a resistance operation to destroy the super weapons, Starcolor Base. During the war, Han reestablished
himself with his son and requested him to return home. Instead, your father is to be a part of his development by the dark, with his logonsabar. Injured by death, He n' made his bad son look at one last time before falling deeper into a star killer. Played by Mojoto Synla: The daughter of Vinisa Marshall (only the vocals only) a Twi'lek
woman, celebrated Chhim Syndulula. After a skilled pilot, separated from his father, started visiting the galaxy aboard his Friaghetaire, Preet, hoping to establish his resistance against the Galactic Empire. He fell in love with a living of The Jedi Clean, Kanaika Jarros, who convinced him to rebel against the empire. After years, Mojuto and
Kanaya are known as a rebel team called The Preeth Mount process, and eventually joined the nascent rebellion at the galactic level that would unite as the rebel alliance. Mojuto became a common man and populated the moon with the bulk of the alliance on Yawan 4, and took part in the battle of Skaraf. O'Henaka do: Jim Commangos
(Express in Star Wars: Clone Wars and Star Wars Rebel). A vecour pirate and smbugalist, who founded his criminal sandikate on the planet Floram during the Clone War. He was an ally of grace predators and jango-fitte. He once captured Duoko, Ankan Skokar and Obbi-wan Canebe and called the Galactic Republic for paying him in the
massage (an illegal drug). Since this incident, Makru and Jedi had a variable relationship, although in fact it was right for them to have only been worked out accordingly. In the last year of the war, Duoko rewarded the people by sending his druid forces to The Floram under the leadership of the General, on the basis of which he was led.
After leaving Yoggar, he founded a camp where he helped His brother Dar Mogra, his brother, a group of angry opresis and angry sahit sax. After years, the Galactic Empire separated the Union, leaving it in search of a new crew. He met young Jedi Supriti Azara Braadgar and was impressed by his abilities. Their adventures along with
The Azara will remain in touch for a short time, though they will, and even When He was arrested, He was used by The Allied forces to free him from the empire. J Jango-Fitt Basic Article: By Jango-Fitt: Temperature. A zarbbuy and grace hunter who used to wear mandaloorian coach and pilated a well known ship Slave one. It was
selected by The Horror Soldier Duoco that the clone army's biological template was presented by Jedi Sifo-Dyas from a scientists that a project, which was a project that fell into the hands of Dias after Dias. In addition to his considerable salary, Jango requested that The Commission change a UN to adopt him as his son. In the role for the
Battle of Clones, Jango was murdered by Senator Padme Amidala leading the separation. The torture efforts against Padme LED Sedi Obbi-van Canebi took him to organize his investigation, where he met Jango and Boba. Obbi-wan wanted to know details about the commission being undertaken by Sifo Dyas, but mentioned being
recruited by a mysterious man named Jango-Teus. Jango and his son fled to Gionusas to meet with the separatist council, but then were captured by Dauko, Canibe. Jango arrested Padmeand Ankan Skokar, who came to save The Obebi Wan. Three prisoners were sentenced to execution, but in the ground where the incident was done,
The Jedi attacked. Jango faces Bisbasa Windu, who beheads him on his side. John is a pilot from the Dutch Wonder: A pilot from The Ings House, who is originally uninstalled in the Royal Navy before Defactatang. Wonder became the leader of the Golden Squadron, a rebel cell which is a squadron. The group joined the royal senator Pir
Moma in its responsible and rebel alliance for the DCC. Wonder fought with his squadron in the Scaraph fight, where he used Ian Torpidos to do an Amperal Star Velvet Inkpakacity. A few days later Wonder and golden squadron took part in the Battle of Yawan. Wonder and two other pilots fired their Y fans through a trench led to the
death star's main richter to destroy the channel. Nevertheless, he was attacked by tie fighters, before his ship was shot by Dar Wadar, then caused by panic hatred. Performed by you: Flycety Jones. The special alliance to face the rebellion member and royal soldiers he was born at the beginning of the Battle of Clones, his parents, Galen
and Lyra Erso, were prisoners of Yoggar. After their release and the end of the war, Galen was convinced to conduct an investigation of Khyber Crystal by Andsan Karanaq with the deemed purpose of generating alternative energy, but in fact it was a space war station, death star, and family to escape. Separated from his parents at the
age of 9, when Karanak found them and forced them to return to the empire, Jyn had trained until he The extremist leader saw Garra, learning to stop for himself. At the age of 22 he was arrested by the Rebel Alliance and was entrusted with the mission of contacting Garra and getting access to a holomin sent by his father in his design
and revealed the death star and a weakness in his design. Although he had not already careabout the reason for the rebel, he promised his mission. Jyn travels to Eidu to save her father, but with the aim of paralyzeing the development of research with her, as well as to prevent the royal scientific-based bomb attack, wounded her on
death. Knowing that the projects of the death star were in Scaraf, Jyn called himandah and journeyed on the planet. Jesus and his companions were able to enter the royal complex and move the plans of the rebel fleet, but he died, along with all of them on the planet's surface, when the great Moff Fqin ordered that the death started on
the basis of the Star's laser (low power). Performed by K-2SO: Alan Tudyk (Voice and Movement Arrest). K-2SO was a KX series security droid, originally from the Galactic Empire, but captured by Rebel Captain Kassiyan Anor and was reprogrammed. Then k-2 has been serving The Kassian and Rebel Alliance, although minor
reprogramming failures caused him to sound a bark and beery personality and a predision. Kassian and Jyn with K-2 on their mission to learn about the royal ultra secret project, Death Star. He finally learned that the plans of the dangerous fighting station were on a royal basis in Scaraf. K-2 was part of a team that presented Scaraf with
Jyn, although K-2 claims Kassiyan had forced him. Once they reached the planet, Jyn, and K-2. While Jyn and Kassiyan entered the walt where the sirewas were kept, get time by closing the K-2 walt and facing The Stormetropars on their way. Nevertheless, k-2 sokkombad has been allowed to fire, but its sacrifice has been allowed to
flee the communication tower and move the rebel fleet projects. Kanacic is paid by Jarros: Freddy Praza, Jr. (vocals only). Born Caleb Doma, he was a Jedi under teacher Depa Ataliqi, who was killed by his clone during the execution of the order 66. Caleb survived and formed an alliance with various criminal figures while hiding from
royal oppression. Frightened by the persecution of The Jedi, they preferred to wear a blaster than their saber. Together with Mojuto Syndulula, he established a resistance in Lotal, known as the Living on The Varita Preet Friaghitaire. At one occasion he met teenage orphan Azarah Braadgar, who was sensitive to power. Took it as your
support. Planet Malper was blinded in a collision or by Dar Mogra, to learn to fully know the world by force. He was trained in this hard work by the mysterious known as Bendu. At the same time he helped Azara overcome her nexus by darkness and wear a glimpse of Sabir and merge the Mandalurans into the rebel goal. Adam's rebellion
gave way to an organized rebel alliance, Kanaik and his team led The Harun to stop the tie guard project, and came back for him to free the planet from royal repression. During this campaign, while saving Mjoto Synla (whom he declared his love for), he sacrificed himself to allow his colleagues to escape. Performance by Keodel Ko
Konnasa: Bill Luord. A lieutenant in resistance established by General Lea Organ. During the Starcolor Base war, they coordinated communications between resistance pilots and their commanders. Their sales are paid by: by-----------A Jedi Master of the Carsen Acarina Breed and the Top Jedi Council Member. He was actually the defeat
of The Return of Sith (as the Qa-gan jinns), but during the Clone War he said Sith actively tried to break the Jedi order from within. His Jedi was one of the most influential members of the Council and was an important general in the Great Army of the Republic. They fought and survived both battles in The Gionusas and the Outer Bank
Siege. In the last days of the war, the clone unit known as the Damana took the order of the Galactic Marines, the battle in the Battle of Mageta. Despite the possible victory of the Republic, the decline was deceived by its troops by the order 66. The slump just reacts to him and defends himself for a few brief moments before he died.
Fasta Cut: Phil LaMarer (vocals in Star Wars: Clone Wars). A Jedi Master of The Navtolana Race and therefore with the aquatic physical characteristics. He fought in the battle of Gionosas and was one of the few surviving Jedi, becoming a member of the High Jedi Council. He was the owner of The Nahadhar Vebb, a Jedi of Monday
Course Breed. Moon wassek, fasta and vebb were usually on missions. Vebb was defeated by the painful in the fight, while Fasta managed to escape. The Jedi Master again took part in the Monday course fight, thanks to the ability to breathe underwater. At the end of the war, fasta as well as To arrest Basbasa Windu, Aagain Koallar
and Saesee, identified as Sith Dar Sadavos. The Chancellor, however, fasta, kollar and Tiin were easily defeated and killed. Played by kid: Adam Driver. Born Ben Solo, he was the son of Lia Andgan and Hon Solo after the Galactic Civil War. He trained in his youth in The Bean Academy. His uncle, Loqa Skokarkar, Surely, Ben was
spoiled by the first command leader, Sanuqi. Ben fell towards darkness, deceived and killed his partner Jedi and joined the order of the child's shorviras, the child taking part of the name. Because of this, it is the deportation of Skokarkar. During training under Sanuqi, he developed a strong appreciation for his grandfather, Dar Vader, to
finish the ayaly which he began. Children became the primary strong-taaner of the forces of the first order. Trying to find a map that will allow it to be searched by suqakar. In his search for maps, he finally met a name called Juner, who saw the holoproject of the map. After capturing r, they took it to the planet-controlled Starcolor base,
where they proved to be sensitive to the force and resisted the child's mental investigation. Meanwhile, the resistance launched an attack on the basis the child was re-established with his father, Han. To resist the test of the bright side, the child killed his father. He was later confronted by FN-2187, now called Finn that The Loghitsabali
won easily in Dundwiduq. However, R defeated the child by sword and face and his detention in power. After being injured and humiliated, Sanukoi was brought in before completing his training, but once he was published before his owner in his throne room, Sanukoi joked and expressed doubts that the children could be worthy
successors to Dar Vadar. Anger, the child led a brief attack on the resistance fleet which ended with his mother, General Lea Organ, Lachar. On sinuo-laws, however, the child was forced to retire, being backward from persecution. The child used to feel a force bond that he was with R and allowed him to interact with and interact with him.
It finally causes him to come to the fore, looking for his salvation. The children came before The Throne of Sanuqi (who had attached his minds to his minds) on his mind, he ordered it to be implemented, but instead killed Sanukoi. Although two immediately got to finish the Snowkey's Perituain Guard, R rejected the child's proposal to join
them and rule on his part. Taking control of the first order as its new Supreme Leader, it has come down to the kaaath planet which is the foundation of resistance to siege and destroy for everyone again. During the war, the kids face The Only Fight in The Battle of The L. However, the scokar was not physically, because he had presented
his appearance with force, and therefore the children could not hurt him. Dundwioduq found time to resist escape, and in The Appearance of Luqa, refused his victory. L Performed by Lama Su: Anthony Paulan (vocals only), Bob Virgin (Expression Star Wars: Clone Wars). Prime Minister Kamanu He provided the creation of clone soldiers
of the Grand Army of the Republic, which As Sifo Dyas, and after his murder, a man called himself who called us. About ten years later, he arrived on the planet when he received The Obbi-wan Caneby to probe the pravwananka of a stake. To impress Canibe, Su decided to show him his ino facilities and explained it. His precious army
will eventually see action in the Clone War. As the war dragged on, The Future after the death of Su Jango-Fatt became a cause for concern as well as finding the new template, along with covering the existence of a biochip that would allow Clone to execute Accountability Order 66. Played by Lando Callarassyan: Billy De Williams is a
Ludopeta and former smauggler, as well as The Malayan Falcon ship's original owner until The Hon Solo got into a sabac game. During the Galactic Civil War, Lando became the Barron Administrator of Cloud City, a mining colony in Gas Giant Baspan. Haan Solo, who had joined the Rebel Alliance, was looking for asylum in Cloud City,
but he tracked him down and warned the Galactic Empire. The royal forces ordered by Dar Wadar that Han and Jabari Lando decided to enter into an agreement to protect the city in baspan in terms of Han and the rebels. After Han was frozen in Carbonati and given as a reward for the fact, Vadar changed the terms of the agreement,
demanded that it be given to Han's associates and allow the amperal capture of cloud city. I repent, release the rebels and escape to the Malayanium Falcon. Four months later, Lando helped save The Hon from the employer's clutch, and became a rebel alliance general, and the other was the Falcon's pallating during the death star's
ruin. Lia Organ Main article: Performed by Lea Andagan: Harry Foster. The secret daughter of Ankan Skokar and Padme Amidala, adopted by the royal family of planet Aldran after her mother's death and her father's transformation into Dar Vadar. Among his youth, Lia learned politics and diplomacy and eventually succeeded in becoming
the youngest senator in history in the Datk father, bail and the gon, the American Senate. In alliance with The Guarantee He Helped Create A Rebel Alliance To Fight The Empire. During the Scaraf fight, Lia received on board, the technical blueprints of the Death Star Space Station. However, Lia was surrounded by the empire so that he
concealed blueprints inside the R2-D2 droid before taking it to the station. Finally, meet R2 and C-3PO, And The Smugglers, Hon Solo and Kyobaka, who rescued him and safely took the rebel base in Yawan 4, which allowed the destruction of the star Since then, Lia has helped coordinate alliance operations. After the Hoth war, The
Wadar took over Lia and Hin (jin had fell in love with Lia) to woo The Löks kökkar in. The hon was captured by Boba Fitt, but Managed to escape with the help of Lia, Loq and his companions Lando. Months later he participated in the rescue of Haan de Jabal Ba, in which Lia killed the owner of the crime. He was part of a rebel team that
was accused of destroying the star's shield generator during a solo fight or another death. During this campaign they learned that Loqa was his brother and that He was the father of The Vadar . Lia later helped to form a new republic, but with its policy of dissent, the lea as the leeen to its most armed forces stopped not considering the
threat to the royal rest. After the restoration of the republic, He married Lia and he had a son named Ben. Decades later, the establishment of the first order, the self-declared successor to the empire, Lia has tried to make the Republic take military action against it, but the Senate did not hear the desire, because Lia lost many dignity after
the public revelation that she was the biological daughter of Dar Wadar. Lia Resort is known as resistance to form a quasi-military force, recruits many of its former rebel allies. Meanwhile, however, his son Ben was impressed by the dark side of power and joined the first order with the name. It was able to destroy the super weapons of
the resistance order, based on the Starcolor base, but this operation was achieved at the cost of The Death of The Hon in the hands of his own son. After the war, Lia sent the junky in search of Luke, who was deported to unknown areas, to bring him back and bring hope to the galaxy. General Lia immediately later started managing the
withdrawal of the base of resistance, but soon after the fleet escaped, they were first tracking by command through the place. During the initial attack, The Command Bridge of The Kuser Raddos, where Lia was located, was destroyed by a squadron of fighters led by him, but Lia escaped the space space, to return to the plane to save
himself, although this attempt would have dropped his unconscious. After standing up from the coma, Lia set out to send resistance troops to the surface of the planet Karath, where an ancient rebel base was located. In this attempt many ships were lost and it was founded by the first siege. There, Lia met With Luka, who was present in
the crates through an astreal prosaion and allowed them to resist getting time to face the baby. Although the cost of trying Was His life, he died in peace, something his sister understood. And his soldiers ran from around the Malayanium , and he met the king , and assured that they had everything necessary for the Hour of rebellion . Lott
d and senator representative of the Federation of New Materials. He moved agily between political and machinery in bureaucracy, to the Galactic Senate on his will. Thus they were able to fascinate the eyes of the Republic from the Navas conflict. Once the separatist movement was established, the trade federation and The Namodanas
were separated from the Republic, but publicly held a neutral position, and had been part of the Senate during the d-Clone war. The main article: By Luka Skokarkar: Mark Hamel. He was the son of Ankan Skokar and Padmé Amidala, a refugee when he was just a child in tattoos, where he was picked up by his uncle Swavin and Beru
Lares, who were the wenter farmers. Luka was satisfied with their lifestyle and tattooed and waiting to join the American Academy as a pilot. His life changed forever when his uncle bought two dual ids: R2-D2 and C-3PO, who concealed the technical blueprints of the The Memorial Death Star and deported Jedi Master Obbi-van Canebi
was sent to recruit. Obbi revealed to Him that his father was a Jedi Knight and adopted his old body. After his uncle was killed by The Stormetropars in search of the project, The Identity of The Tehsil, And Id of Luqa, Obbi-wan and the Tehsil started a journey to bring back projects to the rebel alliance, fleeing from the empire with the help
of Hun Solo and Kiyubaka and the rescue princess Lia Organ, although Canebe died in the hands of his former disciple Dar Vadar. After bringing the blueprints into the uprising, Luka joined the thirty rebel pilots sent to attack the weak spot of the death star. Guided by the spirit of Canebe, Luka had succeeded in destroying the space
station by firing the torpidos in a weak spot by helping himtopower him. Officially a member of the Coalition, Luka Skokarkar led a rebel force known as the Daj Squadron, which fought in the Battle of Hoth. After this war, in which the Alliance was expelled from its base, The Spirit of The Luka Canaby under orders journeyed with r2-D2 of
the planet Dagubah, where he met. The force was trained on the streets by Luka, but often failed their cases due to their impatientness and disbelief. After gaining a view where he tolerated his friends, He changed to Luka Dagaveba and Baspan, where Dar Wadar had captured his associates and appointed him. Loqa had faced The
Vadar in a dundivadka throughout his city, but He lacked enough training to defeat lord Sith, who was cutting out of his hand and he revealed that he was his real father. And He refused to join him, and left Baspan and fled with his friends with the Malenim Falcon, except For Han, who was frozen in Carbonati. It was tattooed as well. After
the war, Luq acquired a cyber prosthesis for compensation for the loss of his hand and built a new bispan (after the former got lost in it since). Loqa and his fellow rebels re-introduced The Ahan and the rebel fleet, but Loq made a stopover in Dagaveba where he was warned by a living Yan Da who had again encountered the vader, and
Caneby revealed to him that Lia was their twin sister. A rebel team aboard a space-shelter was stolen by The Moon by Hon and Luka, where a new and more powerful Death Star shield generator was located. However, during the campaign, Loqa decided to convert himes into a vadar, nor first revealed the truth to Lia. The Luka was
brought before the emperor, Dar Sadavos, who tried to convert him into the dark side of his power in the same way with The Wardar, who defeated Him by his anger at the time, who confronted Him one last time. This feeling was the intention of Sadavos, And He decided to kill his father and to show his identity as A Jedi. Angry, Sadavos
attacked Luqa through the force's ears, but The statement of The Loqa appealed to the rest of the good in The Vadar, who cheated and destroyed his owner at the cost of his life, saved himself. After the Battle of The Jedi, Luka populated a holy temple and started establishing a new Jedi order, training the new generation of padaunas.
One of his perschas was his own nephew, Ben Solo, who fell under the influence of the powerful leader of the first order, Snow. Scared of understanding Ben's corruption, Loqa considered killing him. Ben, feeling deceived, once he killed his colleague Jedi and destroyed the temple, called himself. The People of The World, full of regret,
deported to the planet Ahch, where the Jedi order began, are armed with strength, with the intentions of living there until they died last of the Jedi. Later, The Lookout was found by a force sensitive junr, R, who arrived on a path to get by R2-D2 and Lower San Tekka. The change changed The Luqar, who belonged to them from the
ancient and his father, who recovered from him from the depths of The Baspan, as a symbol of the last hope of the galaxy. However, Loqa rejected Sabir and returned to help fight the first order. He still agreed to direct R in a series of lessons, trying to convince him of the mistakes of The Jedi philosophy, but the hidden power in it
frightened him and convinced him that he would fall into the same fate as a child. Nevertheless, r's perseverance and a conversation with master Yan Da who gave him a re-thought, Was used by Luka to present himto an avatar that allows him to face the expert child and resist The Lia. Siege by first command, escape and survive. The
effort needed to project itself across the Galaxy proved deadly to The Jedi Master, who died and made one with strength, in peace and with a renewed purpose, knowing that thanks to R, he will not be the last Jedi. Lumaanaara Was a Jedi Teacher Working By Advising Members of the Unduali Lumanaara Unduali Jedi Council, but was
not a part of it. He said his young support was of the castes as The Baraussus Marayalan. Lira Erso paid: Wolf Cane. Galen Erso's wife and Jyn Erso's mother. A strong believer in the philosophy of Power and The Jedi, who worked as her husband's moral balance. When they discover that it was discovered that Lah'mu discovered that it
was inadvertently working on building a war station that has the potential to destroy entire planets. A few years after his escape, he was found by a former friend of Galen, in Orson-Karanaq, Lah'mu. Lyra helped her daughter hide, in action abounding her one necklace with a Khyber crystal. Lyra confronted the sastarwith a blaster, before
a cleft guards shot her dead, shooting her in the shoulder. M Bisbasa windu by: A Jedi Master from The Simoil L. Haruun yesterday, and a master fighter with His Sabir. He was also the leader of the Jedi Council, behind Yan Da. Windu led the rescue of The Obebi-van Canebi, Ankan Skokar and Gionusas Amadella in Padmey, a mission
that was first in the battle of Gionosas, Clone in the Battle of Qurina, in which Windu was involved extensively, especially in the Battle of Ralloki. Windu started to give news of a plot to The Supreme Chancellor, Paline, and to end the presence of The Jedi and the Dark. Windu's fear was confirmed when Ankan Skokar informed him of the
chancellor's true identity: Dar Sadavos. Windu, along with three other Jedi master, went to arrest Palpatine, but Paline confronted them with them, all the Killing of The Jedi but Windu, who succeeded in making him related to the exchange. Windu, the feeling that he could not decide Paline for his oppressive control over the Senate and
courts, decided to kill him personally, but Skokar stopped him from closing his hand with which he held their batting patient, with whom he was thrown from the building with which they were dying like him. Eid play by Amedda: Jerusalem Blake. A political member of the Chagarian race who has worked as its vice president who then under
Chancellor Valorum and Chancellor Palpatine. He was accused of advising the Chancellor in addition to presiding over the Sanatoraal consultations. He was very close to Paldar, so he finally got to know his secret Sith identity, Sadavos. To be able to use the insing The emergency powers were empowered for the Chancellor, who took
advantage of the creation of the Great Army of the Republic. During the Battle of Clones, he did so along with palconspiracy to promote political detention by the Republic. After the declaration of the Galactic Empire he received the title of Grand Veser, which held until the death of Paline during the subsequent war. Although Amedda
worked as Emperor de Joera, he actually had little power after his arrest by the capital, and, after his capture by the new Republic, the Galactic Compatibility was signed, which formally dissolved the empire and did not create the government in the new democratic past. Performed by Maz Canata: Lupat Nyang (voice-only and movement
arrest) at the age of a thousand years working on a power sensitive alien saxates, a palace on the planet Takodana. He was an old friend of Hon Solo and Qiyobaka. Some time he has done the billof The Bullhari of Loqa Skokar, which was lost in Baspan. Sabir was discovered by r , who advised him to take him , but the king refused .
When the first attack was made and his empire was destroyed, Maaz finn the sabir . Later On, Maz was given resistance information to find a code in Dekrepatand, which would allow them to first intuse the order and disable the location of their main ship. Monday is paid by The Mother: Carolina Blockchain, Januyu O'Really (Young and
Expression in Star Wars Rebels), Kath Souki (Expressed in Star Wars: The Battle of Clones) one of the younger members of planet Cindla and galactic republic, only to start her political career at the age of 19. During the Clone War, he suggested peace with the Confederation of Independent Systems and restricting the emergency power
of Chancellor Paline, but his suggestions were rejected. With the rise of the Galactic Empire, The Mother started against Paltestimony, forcing her to resign from the Senate. Soon next he stressed various rebel cells scattered in the galaxy, angastang to organize them and work to restore the republic, thus establishing the Rebel Alliance in
Dantouine. As the leader of the rebellion, the mother helped to plan the battles of Scaraf and Thea. After the decisive victory of the rebel alliance in Chandla, Moma established a new Senate after becoming the first chancellor of the new republic. The young support of the N'Naat (Condinitions) was echoed by Echuu Jun. Late sister. This
was Shane June's second paadawan. In the clone attack, Sev'rance captured it and took it over the Sith quarter, where Echuu saved. He is hanged in an attempt to protect his owner from Order 66, who intends to kill all the Jedi. El-Nino is a force sensitive member of Yan's castes, who Low growth rate, still a child at the age of 50. He
wanted to be led by Moff Gidon, for still unknown reasons, by a rest of the Galactic Empire. For this he has been able to find more than one grace hunter, in which Mandalulian dan Djaren, who finally found him on the planet Ara-7 and brought back his client to The Nevo to collect the prize. However, the child who saved his life during his
journey using force, repented and saved him from his royal kidnappers. After spending the failed weektime trying to hide ahead of the baby on the edge of the galaxy, Dan returned to Nevarro to negotiate with The Imperals, with the aim of ensuring the child's safety. After the failure of dialogue with the empire, the children became a former
Mandalolian dressing, formally adopted by a member of Din and his tribe, until he could return the child with him. The character is often called Baby Yan Da by the fans of The Sa. Nines (FN-2199) first commanded the storemtopper, which is trained in the same squadron as FN-2187, better known as Finn. Finn was very disappointed with
the fraud and was re-established with him in Takodena. Seeing Finn, Navius encountered him with an electro stick and would have hit him if it was not for the timely intervention of Hin Solo, who shot Nines in the right-eye with The Cross Bow of Kyobaka. Navkiran Ray is a maitukanakshi and corrupt Nyamudian who has been serving as
the viceroy of the trade federation. After a series of conflicts, the trade route tax, gun ray and federation navy under the orders of planet Ndar, to select his secret colleague, Sadavos (secretly n o Sen. Shenpalarco, who had chosen the conflict to be supreme chancellor. Eventually the blockade came in the result of an attack on the planet
followed by some local resistance and defeat due to The Jedi. He was arrested from the padme of the gun and he saved him from jail after four cases in the Supreme Court. During the separatist crisis, Jango-Fitt was killed in revenge. He was part of the separatist council, having one of its members with the greatest influence. After the
separatist defeat in Mostafar, Gun Ray withtook the rest of the council back. There he was killed by Dar Wadar, with the rest of the advisers, to end the Clone War. O O.B.-Wan Caneby Main article: By Obbi-van Caneby: Alec Guinness, Oman Joshi (Young), James Arnold Taylor (Expression in Star War: Clone War and Star War Rebel)
member of the country by the famous Jedi Master and born by The Jedi. As a child, he trained for an extension period under the grand master yan's atolyaqi Which was selected as a support padawan by ka-gan. Since then he has serviced many missions. On one occasion he took part in his civil war to protect young Duglasses Satten
Kryze. The Obbi-wan and Satprah fell in, but were not able to realize their romance because of The Commitment of The Jedi-Obbi-Wan. He was the first Jedi in a malayanium to defeat a Sith Lord, Dar Mogra in the Splotang dar Mogra half killed his owner. Obbi-wan promises the ka-gan that he will take care of the ankan skokar, the
strength of a child, and he will take it as his support. Although Yan Da was indispensable to doing so, he finally accepted, and Ankan was the paadawan of The Obbi-wan for ten years. The plot that Washer-Obbi-wan investigated was an increase in the battle of Clone. During the conflict, Obbi-wan has committed tough cases including the
return of Dar Mogra, who killed his old love Satten Kryze, for exactrevenge on The Obbi-Wan. At the end of the war, The Obebi-wan and Ankan rescued the Chancellor from the cangle of Yughr and he was presented to lead the operation that ended the life of his great rival, usually, in Yola O. Under the influence of his clone soldier, 66, on
the earth, The Obei-Wan set fire and left him for dead. Obbi-wan escaped and discovered that his former support had been shifted to the black side, now known as Dar Vader. The Baby Washer planet mostavar face it, leaving it with the thickness and irreversible wounds. On Yan Da's recommendation, Obbi-wan went into exile in tattoos



to keep an eye on Ankan's secret son, Loqa Skokar, from a distance. The Obbi-wan, Ben spent the next 19 years in tattoos, until one day, By the time, Loq, already increased, came looking for The Obbi-Wan and was shown a message stored inside the droid R2-D2, where the ranking information in the lia and gana safely reached the
droid. Decided with Luka Obbi-wan and be trained as a Jedi. They found transportation to Aldran for smugglers Haan Solo and Kyobaka, but upon arrival they discovered that the planet was destroyed by the star of death, within which they captured. Obbi-wan deep into the station and disabled the tractor's bean which prevented them from
escaping. However, he was facing a last time by The Wadar, and to give The Opportunity to Let Luq run away with his allies, he killed him. Nevertheless, Obbi-wan was able to return as a spirit to support Luq in his training as a Jedi. And son was paid by Kannak: Ben Mandelsohan is an officer who worked as lieutenant commander during
the Clone War. After the formation of the Galactic Empire, he worked as the director of the Superior Level Weapons Research Division of the Armed Forces of the Empire. He was responsible for protecting the death star project and one An elite transformation of the death soldiers or death troops, as their personal guard, of the
Stormetropars. Karunaq at his retreat in Lah'mu, located Prodagaves scientist Galen Erso, forced to work on the Death Star project to run the space station Suprsar. At the beginning of the Galactic Civil War, the death star was completed and Karanaq agreed to meet rival Wallhoff aboard the station. At the request of the wire, Karunak
demonstrated the power of weapons by destroying the capital city of The Jadaha Moon, which has a low power shot of power. However, the project was expelled by the C. R. C. Division due to the leakage of important information where Erso worked. The Karanak personally asked an audience with The Emperor to get his right and claim
control over the station without such success. Then, Karanak headed the Scaraph-Imperal base, where he encountered Jyn Erso and Kassiyan or injured the lachar and the kargar. Meanwhile, Karanaq destroyed its foundation to prevent the transfer of death star projects, destroying immediately. P Performance by Padme Amidala:
Natalie Microsoft. Born Padme Nabari, it was a policy by planet n o, in which she was choosing the queen during her teenage years. In his time, his planet was besieged by the Greedy Trade Federation, but thanks to The Alliance of Amala with the Jedi was liberated. He then worked as a senator in the Galactic Republic and was strongly
against the initiative to create a government army for the Republic. Instead, he always tried to solve the diplomacy crisis to hit the galaxy. This stand killed the conspiracy on many occasions because of Yoggar. The Jedi allies of Amidala, Obbi-wan Canebe, conspired, while their paawan was working with the safety of Ankan Skokar Nin.
Two fell in love over this period of time, and after the spread of the Clone War with the Battle of Gionusas (in which they both attended) they married in a secret ceremony, as it was an act unlike the Jedi code. During the three-year war, Amidala and her allies (such as Bail and Gana and Pir-Moma) tried to find diplomatic solutions to the
conflict. However, it was not because of peace efforts, chancellor Shepplus, Dauko and generally, to count. He also worked as an advocate of Ankan's support, Ahsoka, and was serving as his lawyer when he was sued on murder and teducity charges. Over time, Padme and Ankan had started complications in their relationship with the
front line due to an incan's determination to make them short of belonging. In the last year of the war there was Padme. Ancan began to dream of the death of Padmeand his newborn son, who, after all, promised a way to escape his loss. However, Padme was frightened by the decision of Ancan, who, info-o-foredately, sofafucated his by
use of force. Padme was taken by The Obbi-Wan by The Paulas Massus Medical Station, where she was born to twins in The Loqandi and Lia. Before he was to die, Padmey convinced The Obbi-wan that he was still in the heart of Ankan. Paodok'Drba'Takat: Darek Arnold. This full name was Paodok'Drba'Takat Sap'De'Rekti Nik'Linke'Ti '
Ki'Vef'Nik'NeSevef'Li'Kek, but it was known only as The Pie. He was a member of the alien race Drabatan, and participated in the rebel alliance as a anointed expert. Volunteer to be part of the power of the earth in the battle of The Pyu Scaraf, where he died. Paid by Phasma: The Planet of Gandulana Cristi led a yadka of The Penassas
which will eventually start serving in the first order, The Stormetropars or its storematropars. He was wearing chrome coach with a black keep, and a custom-made kirumad too. Such as FN-2187, such soldiers also provide training. The village of Stormetropars in Search of A Map in Search of A Map in search of the children and villages of
Stormetropars in Pyongyang pointed to the villages of Tuanul in The Place of Skokar. Under the child's orders, Phasma and his soldiers set fire to all residents of the village. When a team ordered by Haan Solo to disable the kidney suo-lo inactivated the starcolor base of the first order, Phasma was arrested by Kiyubaka and then forced to
her slope, after which she was thrown into a waste garbage. These resistance ships descend on the planet and destroy it, but Phasma was able to flee in time. After they fled, Sanuky's personal star stood on the makarb, and he ordered the execution of Finn and Rose Saka, stuck during a mission to the ship's inland and disabled more
than one space-trerer. Before the execution stake was taken, the supremacy was damaged by a suicide pantheon by Raddos, the main cause of resistance. Although they survived the collision, The death of Stormetropars found himself in a severe loss as well. Phasma faced Finn in the only fight but was defeated and the plane fell into
flames. The PKP senator is from The Ondo Planet. He represented the Galactic Senate and his people over the years and then resigned to the Galactic Republic with all his people, embracing the separatist movement. On their features, she was placed in the patwar of an organization that informed Yoger: The Super Communications
Cartal. He died in Mostastar, along with his assistant's church. Dar Vadar at the last meeting of the Separatist Council after the arrival of the Lord. The vader is lacking from behind them. The main article of The Girlen Po: The One by The A.C. Shera Bey and K, the sons of rebel soldiers, were born in Yawan IV and during his childhood, he
was barely able to see their parents because of their operation in the rebel alliance. However, his mother was a pilot, who caused him to learn how to fly the plane. After his service in the new republic, Garelin Became the Best Pilot of The Po Resistance, led by A private army force General Lia Organ. The girlen po was sent by Lia to go
on a mission to recover the location map of The Last Jedi, the last Jedi. However, he attacked and captured it by the first command, so the map was saved within their B-8 drive. Soon, with the help of a soaked storemtoper, FN-2187 or Finn, he was able to escape on the tie-fighter. However, due to the fire of the Star-Velvet Erf, its ship fell
back to The Jack. Separated from Finn, Grillin Po managed to return to the secret base of resistance on his own. Garelin Po led a couple of resistance squadrons in the air strike at the Starcolor base. Thanks to a difference in structure, Grillin Po was able to enter the thermal oscillation that retained the energy of the super weapons
involved, destroyed it and caused a China response in which the StarKiller base was destroyed. The Girlen Po came back safely with resistance. His secret base on The Grillin Po d led the withdrawal while the resistance fleet's defense, at which point a first order fleet came out of place to stop his escape. Disobeying orders, they first
made an attack on The Drednnovghit, but their sinuous action was called. When the first order proved directly able to chase resistance by what differed, by its passive strategy with Deputy Admiral Amalin Holo. He secretly planned with Finn and The Taka that first offered a plan to intuse the order and disable it. Grillin Po managed a
ghadar against The Holo to buy time for Finn and Rose. However, DS did not know that The Plan of The Holo was for resistance while descending on a rebel base in Karates Aqalana, and his group's actions ordered the first to explore the transport of resistance and destroy many of them. Still, General Organ left The Grillin Po in charge of
a desperate resistance on the order at the kout level. Resistance was failed, but was able to guide the surviving escapees by exiting from the base hidden on the DS and allowed him to flee. Poggali Minor: The Voice (voice only) by Martin Kasokas. Public leaders of Arqadoi Gionosas and Gionosans, just pass Great inspired by Queen
Karina. He boosted his planet's industrialization and identified thousands of fights for the forces of the Confederation of Independent Systems. He also designed projects for Death Star. After he joined the separatist council, he held the case of Padme Amidala and Ankan Skokarkar. Before fleeing during the war of Gionwassas, he cited the
plan of super weapons against Daoko. He was later captured and imprisoned, but made a pact to free director Orson Karanaq to direct Gionusansans to build a super weapons for the Republic. Poggali Sabutghad and cheated the saabaranaq, embarrassing lying and obstructing his career. After escaping he met with the separatist council
and was transferred to Mostafar, where he was killed by Dar Wadar with the rest of the council. Played by Pong Krill: Deo Phenoi (vocals only) a Jedi Master Bialasko. Their two pairs allowed him to do it by two double leaves at the same time and with incredible slippers. He was well known for his team-manatal and tough personality.
During the Clone War he predicted the decline of the Republic and the exit of a new order. That's why they went dark and took on the military expedition of the Republic on the planet, and deliberately executed the inefficient strategy for losing earth to Yughr. Thus, he will count the right of The Douko and get it to further redo the new
empire. Once their fraud was discovered by the Clone Soldiers of The Krilal 501, was implemented. Q Q Q-Gan jana main article: Ka-gan jin played by: Liam Deoband is known for his reformer Jedi under a Jedi Master Sarzori Council. He was a master of The Obbi-wan Canebe, with whom he participated in many missions and developed
a strong bond. He was also interested in the origin of power and the secret of survival, learning to be alive conscious after the physical death thanks to the prestesis of power. The federal federation board of director-after the federal federation was sent by the Supreme Chancellor to establish a parliament by Ka-gan and Obbi-wan after the
planet n o. This mission was due to the escape of The Jedi who were able to save Queen Padme Amidala and many of her slaves to escape it. On a stopover in tattoos to find spare parts for their ship, he met little wonder Ankan Skokar, who helped them win thanks to spare parts for a bet on the race. The qa-gan allowed the Jedi
Council's ankan to get training in the use of this force, but they did not agree. Ka-gan and Obbi-wan were reassaganad with The Nala o to protect him on his return, with his help planning the planet's freedom. During the war, The Jedi confronted Dar Mogra, the Federation's Sith Ambassador. After one Mogra succeeded in isolating and
killing the kaagans in the eyes of Obbi-wan, who later defeated the Lord Sith. In his last moments, Kagan asked To train Obbi-wan to ask him to do the unkan training that the council had finally agreed to. The spirit of the qa-gan will return years later to guide Master Yan on the way to finding the secret of survival. Much later, ka-gan will
also share this knowledge with Obbi-wan. A Jedi Master of The Semi-Human Kaffer Race of Quanalan. He had a great reputation for the laws of the Jedi order. He had a great psychological ability that allowed them to remember the memories of other people from the things they had hidden. Thanks to him, he was a great tracker, and
many of his missions took him into criminal portals. One of these missions met Ayela Sekoora and accepted it as their own paadawan. He was also a close friend of The Obbi-wan Caneby. During the Clone War, Ky joined forces with Awantresus and Murder Count Daoko to join orders from the Jedi Council. In the middle of their mission,
you and each other developed the emotions of wantress. The duo were unable to discover the identity of Dar Sadavos, the murder educo, and Of, who were allied with Daoko themselves and fell towards the dark. However, thanks to the sacrifice of Wantresus, he succeeded in saving himself and leaving count. After this slide he took part
in the siege of Randatoteed and the outer bank in the command of The Jedi. He survived Order 66 and remained hidden during the early stages of the great Jedi Clean. R. Raddos: Paul's Kavocals, Stephen Clinton (). An admiral is the capital of mon course. Raddos had a city in the Ractic regions of his planet until he fled due to the
persecution of his people by the Galactic Empire. Raddos led a large rebel alliance fleet to help a squadron of the dead in their attempt to achieve death star projects on the planet Scaraf. Thanks to the destruction of the kidney swell by the rebel fleet, a leader Was able to move the blueprints to The Jyn Erso depth. Despite the success of
the mission, eventually all the rebel troops on the surface and the highest fleet were destroyed by the Death Star Lightning Bolt and the devastating Star Velvet. At the end of the war, Raddos died and his ship was destroyed. In his honour, the new Republic appointed one of its last major Raddos- koursars, which will later move into the
service of resistance. The Main Article: Played by Captain Rex: De Bradley Bekkar (Voice Only) by an experienced Clone Captain, high-ranking spy commandos and supervised by his 501 company, by his 501 company, in which he has been serving under the Clone War. He held Skokarkar and his support, Paadawan, in high confidence.
With whom he shared many closeness . He also had a relationship with The Obebi-wan Canebe and Commander Kodi, with whom he fought in many battles against the confederation of independent systems. The Rex was an effective leader concerned about men under his charge, although he started to doubt his future-and-his clone
brothers-in-the-Republic. Under his leadership was experimented in the war where he was under the helm of The Dissa Jedi General Pong Krilal, a secret agent of Yughr who planned to de-plan his campaign. His experience showed him the strict process of the orders, the resissis, and his confidence in the Republic of Kim with the
murder of his comrades, Kaman Kankaus, who had exposed the conspiracy against The Jedi, which would be the 66th order. The recs doubts led him to remove his anabatori chip, a device developed in all clones to manage his mood, but who commanded the 66 to identify as the trembe. So, when Dar Sadavos ordered the order to be
implemented, The Rex did not change against The Jedi and helped him survive a war in Mandaluri. The Riks went into his death and exile of the slope, along with Clone Waulffa and Gregor, on the planet seelows on a te-wakar. Years later he tried to help him by Ahsoka who was discovered by the Phanex Squadron Rebels. The Recs
joined the rebellion and were present when the movement of the rebels was then united in the rebel coalition. King's main article: King (Star War) By: Gul Jerusalem a young woman with a powerful sanvedinsala to power, who rose alone in the deserted world of Jackko, and survived thanks to a life as a junky in the service of Unkar Plot,
after being abandoned by her parents. One afternoon, he ran into the B-8 Resistance droid, which was taking information about the location of The Jedi Master's Luq Askokar. Along with the B-8 and Finn, a soak of first order, they fled to The Jackko aboard the Malayanium Falcon. The ship was located by its former owners, Hon Solo and
Qayubaka, who had helped them map with B-8 resistance. During the trip, R discovered Ankan and The Sabir of Luka Skokarkar and learned about his connection along with it. He was captured by the capture, a fell scokar supported and solo's son, and took the starkiller base of the first order. There he used his newly discovered powers
to get his own mentally on his part, fleeing his cell and defeating his enemy before his destruction based on resistance. After traveling on the basis of resistance, General Lea Organ ordered him to travel from Ahch, a planet where The People's Skokar was located, to bring him back to war against the first command. R found The People
and presented him with his old and patient Simbulacallal . However, it was rejected by The Jedi Master, who After the Jedi order ends he plans to die. Hehesitated, Luqar agreed to train, but he changed his mind about getting involved in the galactic controversy. R, whose huge potential differed with the view of Loqa, And i. As he ended
his deep glimpse into his relationship with the child, he concluded that he could still save himself and return to the bright side as Ben Solo. Against the objections of The People, R has changed to power where the child took his prisoners and took the throne of Sinuky to Rome, the supreme leader of the first order and the child's owner.
Sanuqi revealed that he had contacted the minds of R and R and determined that whoever was the aspect of the true Jedi was a threat to him. The child had the opportunity to deceive and kill his master, save his life and defeat the Sanu's Perituaryan Guard along with him and join their forces. After the war, the child offered to sit the
galaxy with the new Supreme Leader. And he refused , and there was a brief faction among them , in which the sabir of Skokarkar was destroyed . After fleeing from R, with the help of The Koyobaka, a small group of their resistance was rescued during the Battle of Karates. After saving them, R took his place after a redeemed Sacrifice
by The L.C. Skokar, assumed his place to the last of The Jedi. Ravgua, the Lalog senator representing the Haveluof race, said: He joined the Confederation of Independent Systems on his own and obeyed a type of separatist movement during the Clone Wars. He was killed by Dar Wadar in Mostawar along with other members of the
separatist council. Corob On Corob Is A Role From The Rooron Legendary Star War Universe. He was an Atorean Jedi Knight of planet Itavar during the last year of the Ancient Republic. It was thanks to a cane sound and its four gorges, if it was giving enough attention it could plan in the form of a blow wave, being powerful as pushing
through power, being able to throw a full battalion of enemies into the air. Many people saw in him a great Jedi who is not hard to believe, he has been a master since Yarel Poof. Coruscant was one of four during the war he accused with protecting Chancellor PalJedi. Together, Stoss Allie and uncleanly, they tried to deal with the
common painful. But this one ended his life where he tried to hide the Chancellor and his colleagues were run by his his toka [1] was paid by Rose: Cally Mary Taran a rehabilitation worker employed by resistance during the war against the first order. He was very close to the payge from his sister and had an equal banda with both the
Rebel Alliance symbol (logo). Died during the withdrawal of the payge D'Qar, which had very depressed roses, which was riding the Kroser Raddos. There he was in Finn who he praised for resigning from the first order. Both developed a plan to reduce the device in which supremacy was allowed, to track the Resistance Fleet by less
space to the Supreme Leader Sinokey's ship. On an unauthorized mission, he journeyed to the planet Kontonacci in search of a code decreputand. However, due to the parking breach, they were her by local police, although in their cell, they met a mysterious man, DJ, who offered to enter her services to the Sanuqai ship Untraced. After
avoiding the gulf between a steamof phatheras, Rose accepted dj's services, using its banda as payment. DJ effectively got into the tracking tool, but first the order occupied them. The chaos caused by the destruction of a large part of the ship allowed them to free themselves and flee on the crates. Finn and Rose suo-gitthe the first order
to deal with the siege of the revolt ingloted old. Finn sacrificed himself to destroy the siege gun, but rose saved him in a dangerous pantry that left him injured and unconscious. Finn then took the Malayanium Falcon to recover it. Directions: Warmak Davis (Voice only) the assassin of the castes, employed by grand admiral Tahron as a
protector. Performing by: Keera Canagali Is San, Star War In The Universe, Queen Padme Amadela's Lokani. The woman with her physical likeness was selected as the lady of the court due to Amidala, and for her intelligence, courage and loyalty. He eyes neutral on many occasions by his key target serving the kata queen. Sako has
padme as queen Amadella and has been allowed to hide her while waiting in other women. Thanks to her training from an early age with Padme, she has the same political role as Queen Amidala, soni her too, in some circumstances. His identity was revealed by the Queen when he was asking Gonagins for help in defeating the trade
federation. Hours later, he did everything the same way I got the ultimate victory over the viceroy notte gun forces by cheating on him. Its most important is the most important of the royal tazka of queen Amidala. During crisis situations, during and during the Change of The Amidala role. Symx becomes a network, is in the company of the
queen, while Amidala adopted a simple dress from waiting in a woman, and goes by her less formal name as Padme Amadeala. When they take this role, then as well as Padme Amidala secretly interact with accurate symbols so that their true identity does not erupt. During the trade attack of the N.H.A. Federation, she introduced her as
queen on several occasions. Stan Wayne Performance A young Mandavarian expert in the tyavar (sound only) weapon and a graphics artist. The Vizsla house, daughter of Daas Asghar Wayne, part of the van's cleft of his kalan atomiz and former member of the deadly guard. He was originally uninstalled at the Emperor's Academy but
after some weapons of the defactied Mandaalorian people were used to wrong. Sco worked as a bounty hunter as one, at the age of fifteen, he joined the lotal rebels, with whom he participated in various clashes against the empire and eventually joined a crisis rebel movement which would bring the formation of the rebel alliance. On the
mission of Dsa Omyr, a mile-old saber was restored, which is claimed to be a symbol of the deadly guard leader and the leadership of The House of Vizsla. He was persuaded to use this weapon to unite the Mandalawaranians against the empire . A brief intervention from his rebel group defeated his family and the Mandalvari-Imparel
Viceroy. Although his friends returned with rebellion , they were free with their family until they found a way to free Mandalori . His artistic legacy was sculptured in the taheed of the Rebaladi Alliance. San Pahet, who has been the head of the Separatist Council and his representative, has been the united nations. In addition, Hill used
banking-callan resources to finance a significant part of the separatist fleet, and also provide his army with different models of war. Like other mon, he was an expert in business, politics and conspiracy, and was one of the most influential members of the Confederation of Independent Systems. He held his position on the council until his
death at the hands of Dar Wader in Mostafar. The Sordid Opris: Clancy Brown (voice only) a Zabrac member of the night brothers tribe of planet Damanaj Omyr. Half brother of Mogra, who became a powerful Sith. In the middle of the Clone War, the Dcholis of Omr, through a ritual, connected each other with the power of the dark side of
power and arranged for count Eduko to take the wild as its black support, so that he would rebel against Sith, Awang Duoko Asthe j Wantress of Dithomarian's Deceived Hatoora. Finally the wild changed against both Duoko and Wantresus and escape, not before the responsibility from The Taalsan, d. The matrich of o'meir's bangles, to
find Mogra (who deported-Van Viitikaran in his defeat and his madness after The Obebi) and take him back. Where The Taalsan restored his memories. The wild was taken as a supported Sith by Mogra and was taken with them on their crusade to avenge on Canibi. At the end of their mission, they are known as a criminal alliance that
helped them take up mandalwari, a planet This was murdered by The Awhish Dar Sadavos, the former man of Mogra, who considered him a guess for the rule of two. Saw Garra: The jungle paid by Wahetkar. A resistance fighter who began a civil war during the Battle of Clones, onderon his native planet, in which the capture by the
separatist alliance resulted in the king's dethroning and transformation. And his sister, Stelela, organized a rebel gorilla, secretly supported The Jedi, to expel Yughr and restore the legitimate kingdom. However, the potential victory came at a great personal cost to be seen, as Stillela was not alive. After the war, then the Galactic Empire
fell into the hands. He decided to separate this, saying his radical and violent methods did not sit well with the direction of the Coalition because he was organized to resist an extremist known as supporters. The virtual jyn erso saw, the daughter of his ally, who picked him up and trained him until they reached the youth. Over time, it was
seen to be more crazy and frustrated and practically adopted a strategy of terrorism to face the empire, eventually losing the legs and breathing damage from the pain, being forced to stay in the coach of life support. In his later years, he populated the holy moon of Jadhav, where he was reestablished with Jyn and he showed a message
from his father. When the death star experienced his soperlacity on The Jadah, destroyed the moon's crystal, he saw that he did not decide to run away and die. Sa Warana, assistant and secretariat of Chancellor Valorum, in his term, the Galactic Republic. When palrelegatan was rejected and he progressed on the post, he left Yombaran
Matfini Moore with them. [2] Sev'rance Tanan (Convantis) was a woman of the chassis race, and general in the Confederation of Independent Systems. Personally trained by Dauko Count who works as a personal apostasy. During the battle of Gionosas, he supported Paadawan Stom and killed Jedi with Shane. The conflict will later be
killed by this Jedi in the first month of the war. [3] The owner of the Jedi, a master of the Togarta breed and sahala. Over the years, the Clone War resulted in him accepting a seat in the High Jedi Council. They took part in the battle of Gionosas , with which a bloody war broke out . During the conflict, it is also serviced in The Camanu,
which oversees the production and training of the clone soldiers who created the Galactic Republic Forces. He threatened the future of the Clone Army which also helped defend the planet and its facilities during the separatist attack on Kamanu. At the end of the war, he was usually accused of protecting Chancellor Paline, but he
defeated him, who took the Paline prisoner. Dar Vadar hanged when you were at The Jedi Temple Of the shurviras who were there. Before dying in The Hands of Vadar, Ti recorded a message of inspiration in a Wholeokraon, found by The Local E. Skokar for decades. Performance by Shimi Skokarkar: Paranala August. Ankan Skokar's
mother got pregnant without the man she was in contact with. Because of his testimony, The Jedi Ka-gan jinns had the power to have the low-lying kalloranas through midi ankan. The qa-ganwas were not able to free, a slave, as soon as they had set ancan free by batting with the owner of both. However, years later, Beyayas released
and married him to a name named Kleg-lares to a wet farmer. Unfortunately, Shimi was captured and angry by the residents of sand. Ankan, already a member of the Increased and Jedi, came to their salvation, but he could only spend a few moments with his mother before he died from his injuries. Sifo was part of the High Jedi Council
in the year before the Battle of Dyno as a master. He was the gift of Kalyurvianka, and as soon as he understood that a great war that would make the galaxy come up, he concluded that the Galactic Republic immediately needed a permanent army for the dominant in conflict. His views were also considered radical by other members of
the council, so he was expelled from it. Sifo-Dyas continued to follow his thoughts in secret, and I contacted scientists of planet Qamanu, mastered, commissioned the creation of the clone army to serve the Republic. However, it took the attention of Sith, who made him part of his plans. After Duoko was to dark and joined Sith, he
organized The Sith EA-Dyas in the middle of a diplomatic mission. In secret, Sith took control of the developing clone army in The Kmanano and ended up with the killing of the Jedi in the hands of clone soldiers under the influence of the order, a chain of events that tread due to brutal clone warfare, under the influence of order 66. Playby
Sanuki: Andy Sarkas (voice and arrest movement) is a mysterious being who has felt the rise and fall of the Galactic Empire, as well as being powerful on the black side. The supreme leader of the first order and a black order known as the shorvirs of children, snowyoung Jedi Padawan increased their influence on Ben Solo (later known
as), falling to the black side and killing their Jedi Sahaba, leaving their master, Luka, as the only survivor, to be scoukkar and in exile, therefore, The Local of The Loqa Listen to the focus on finding the occurrence, fear that it might increase a new Jedi order. When he captured a mighty junsnoky named king , he commanded him to bring
him before him . However, the kings fled and their army base The poem, Starcolor Base, was destroyed by resistance. Sanuqi ordered that he should return to him to complete his training. Once your owner met his master aboard his capital ship, Sanukoi joked to the child for his defeat and his intense passion for the weather. Sanuqi then
ordered him to capture r and bring him before him so that he could take him to darkness. Secretly, Sinukey installed a strong bond between inforce and between r, which allowed them to be away. The king arrested the sino-king with the intention of the child who delivered the ship of Sanuky , but upon arrival he took possession of him
from him and brought him before the throne of Sanuky . Sanoki used force to torture and revealed the location of The Luka Skokarkar, but he had planned new ones for the first order. Before realising the Supreme Leader, Sanuky used the force to divide it in half with Skokar's saber, which was in r's control. I announced to me the new
Supreme Leader of the First Order. After Stom-Shen June, was very skilled and somewhat rebel. He didn't have much time to live by the challenge Sev'rance and being killed by sev'rance tanon. Played by U Unkar: Played by a member of Simon Pygg, who fell on the planet during the Battle of Jackco as a buyer of the Piece of Kalui,
Weapons and The Ark Leadbat in Jackco. Plot had a lot of influence and there were fighters in their service who had closely saved the planet's crazy functions, which changed it to sell pieces in exchange for food-rasing. In some perspective, The Float owned the old Malayanium Falcon and made a series of technical amendments to it.
One day, the post-King of Junky refused to sell it to the BB-8 droid, Float tried to get his fighters to the droid. Soon after, they fled to the Malenim Falcon. V Visa Marra (Cononditis) is just getting what is going on by Dar Nius by surviving the destruction of their world, and then became a support for one of the most powerful Lord of Sith: Dar
Nto Hus. He was a Maralok native of planet Katarr that he was deported to Jedi, kotor II through the main character of his special vision, though he initially attempts to kill him, then in his adventures in 3,951 ABY, leaving Sith to become a Jedi. He begins to love him, considering his very great, and the fact that there is no connection to his
power, despite the loss in the war. Later visa helps you enter Nravaaj Us and Redms in your meditation chamber. Performed by W.W. What Tambvar: The Express in The Star War: The Clone War) is a Skakoano, member of the separatist council and president of the Technology Union, also held the title of the Rich. A greedy and
adorable executive, Taambaaaor attacked the planet, at home. Twi'leks, a large number of separatist forces in the company. However, they refused to leave the planet as well as as for democratic forces, to increase more wealth, and therefore left behind and captured by Basbasa Windu. However, in the last year of the war, Tambawar
was released and a captured clone soldier was beginning to extract the strategy code from echoing, selling them to the separatist armed forces and due to a temporary retreat from the Republic Army. At the end of the war, Tamaybawar took refuge with the separatist council in Mostafar, where they were all killed in Dar Sadavos under Dar
Vadar. To be paid by The View: Andy Seikombi (voice only) is a greedy and dangerous Toydarayan, the owner of a second-hand junky shop in Edvesi Espa, as well as being the legal owner of Ankan Skokar and his mother Shimi. However, losing a double bet with the ka-gan jinns in pod racing, they did not allow the incan, although they
did not allow Shimi to be released for the price of a pod. Years later, however, he sold Shimi to the Lawrence family. When Ankan returned, already moved, asking about his mother, all his information he knew about his fate and location. Brick Int'l main article: By Ant Antilles: Dans Lanson. A pilot, who is installed in the Empire Air Force,
unless they decide to be faulty, with his help and join the rebellion. Brick became a skilled X-wing pilot, and in yawan's fight he was part of the red squadron, until after he shot from Dar Vadar and returned to his ship, as a result of a loss to his boat, he forced him. After the destruction of the death star, Brick joined the squadron, led Luke,
and took part in the Battle of Hoth. The War of The Vege had even more role to play, and after taking over the red leader status in The Absence of Luka, and a few ships had to enter another Death Star. Once they reached the brick of the main richter and The Callerassian fired Torpedoas, which has been agitating China's response, then
the station was destroyed. Wicket played by: Warmak Davis A young man and a bolly from the tree village of Evauk. They took in the battle of friendship in the character and took them into their tribe without damaging it . The wicket and other troops of his tribe helped the rebel soldiers under the leadership of General Hon Solo during the
war. And the legendary Yan Grand Master of The Command of The Jedi. A small, long-living caste, THE NAND trained The Jedi for 800 years on the way to the force. His wisdom, power, and skill in fighting made him a highly respected personality. He was also the leader of the High Jedi Council. This is A young ankan was in favour of
the council's consensus, although for the training of Skokarkar. Yan led the Jedi order on his mission to defend the Republic during the tough Clone War, which began with the Battle of Gionosas where Duoko, his former support, now a Sith Lord and the head of the separatist Alliance state, changed. With the Jedi order of control of the
Grand Army of the Republic, Yan became one of the most miscition edited Generals of the Jedi during the war and personally dealt with Supreme Chancellor Shilif Paline. The priests, who will allow him to maintain his conscience after his physical death, worked on the journey of finding the secret of survival by the spirit of the ka-gan jinns.
After a series of power cases encouraged by a group of precessionand they face the berm from Sith in which, including Dar Bina and previously unknown Dar Sadavos, Yan Da was finally deemed able to learn to unlock this ancient and forgotten power. In the last moments of the war, Yan personally journeyed to the home of The Wukas,
to oversee the defense of Kashik. There they were deceived by their soldiers, who were under the influence of the order who were 66. However, they survived and fled with the help of a couple of Vivekes. Learning the massacre of thousands of Jedi across the Galaxy, activated by Sadavos (who was originally Paline, and took Skokar as
his support dar-wader), Yan met with Obby-van Caneby, just one of the surviving survivor. Yan tried to compete and beat Sadavos, but failed and was forced to go back. After the secret birth of Vader's sons, Yan helped manage the migration of children, away from his father, and after Canabe with the secret of survival, went into exile on
planet Dagubah, Yan had been living in Dagubea for over 20 years, sometimes with clean escapers such as Ajarros, Aza Baradgar and Ahsoka. During the Galactic Civil War, The Journey of Dagoba under the spirit of Luka Skokar, The Son of Ankan, Canaby. On his insistence on Yan Canebe, However, he started training For The Salafi
and On the Way of Force. Soon after, however, Loq abandoned his side to rescue his friends, the prisoners of the Empire. After several months, He returned to complete his training, however, Yan had fell ill and killed. However, he made one last point with his support, where he confirmed that Dar Vader was his father and another scokar,
who would be out to be Lia and Gan. Yan died quietly and made one with strength . His spirit will once again be shown to The Look for The Look, along with the spirit of The Obebi-van Canebe and a redeemed ancan, after the victory of the rebellion in the war against. References • Sei_Taria starwar in the world. The Vakia-Sev
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